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AssrRAcr

With the popularity of satellite networks as a means for Internet delivery, the

performance of the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) over satellite links has been

well studied. Unfortunately, the protocol has shown problems with channel utilization in

such environments, which is a key performance factor for satellite operators.

Performance enhancing proxies are one solution to this problem, and have been shown to

provide significant improvements in channel utilization. Recent research, however, has

been focused on the use of adaptive error correction in satellite networks at the lower

layers, resulting in the ratification of the DVB-S2 standa¡d. While adaptive error

correction can improve channel utilization when channel conditions are good, it also

results in decreases in available user bitrate during noisy periods due to the addition of

parity bits. The research performed in this thesis shows that the throughput of a

performance enhancing proxy suffers when adaptive error correction is introduced,

resulting in up to 20Vo of the bandwidth being wasted during poor channel conditions. A

solution involving the addition of a simple bandwidth estimation scheme to the proxy is

studied, and is successful in increasing the average channel utilization in poor conditions

to almost 90Vo. Alternatively, it is shown that the introduction of a secondary TCP flow

running in parallel with the performance enhancing proxy traffic can result in neat lÙOVo

channel utilization when priority queues are introduced at the satellite gateway. Tightly

integrating performance enhancing proxies with the satellite gateways that employ

adaptive effor correction is recommended as the best solution.
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1. INrnonucrroN

Satellite networks have become an increasingly popular medium to deliver both

broadcast and interactive services to users around the globe. One main reason for this is

that satellite terminals can be easily deployed to remote locations where no terrestrial

infrastructure exists. This makes satellite communications an attractive way to offer

Internet access to remote users. The majority of Internet applications, such as file

transfers and streaming video, use the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) for reliable

delivery. Since TCP was designed for low latency, low error-rate network links, satellite

networks initially presented system integrators with the challenge of effective channel

utilization when TCP was the protocol of choice. As a result, the use of satellites as a

medium for Internet delivery has always been limited by the usefulness of TCP over

those links.

Much research has been done in the area of improving TCP performance over satellite

links, including modifications to the protocol itself. Increasing the maximum allowable

receive window and allowing TCP to acknowledge out of order segments are two

examples [A1GS99]. Other research has looked at link layer enhancements that hide the

effects of errors in the network by using error correction and error recovery techniques

[LiDaO4]. These enhancements could either be deployed at the endpoints of the network

near the TCP hosts, where they could use their knowledge of the protocol to further

optimize the transmission, or they could reside at the endpoints of the satellite link itself.

In either case, both techniques have the advantage of not requiring any changes to

existing implementations of the TCP protocol.

Results of this research have led to the deployment of so-called performance enhancing

proxies in satellite networks [PhFeO2]. A performance enhancing proxy (PEP) is a device

that sits between the endpoints of a TCP connection and enhances the connection, either

explicitly with the knowledge of the endpoints, or transparently. If a PEP intercepts data

packets from the TCP connection, it can forward them over the satellite link using either
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an optimized version of TCP or a custom protocol specifically designed for the

parameters of the channel. Commercial implementations of performance enhancing

proxies have been deployed in existing networks and provide optimized TCP to users

every day [Nett00], [Idirec]. The use of such systems is popular in Digital Video

Broadcasting satellite networks (DVB-S) that deliver interactive services.

In addition to performance enhancing proxies, the performance of TCP can also be

improved by lowering the bit enor rate of the underlying channel. One way to achieve

this is to apply error correcting bits to the data packets before they are sent over the

satellite link. Traditionally, lower level protocols, such as those used in the DVB-S

specification, provide a fixed amount of lower level error correction. As a result, the

amount of error correction applied is tuned to the worst-case conditions expected on the

underlying link.

Recent research in the area of error correction has introduced the concept of adaptive

effor coffection [BaLKO4], [CiGaRil, [LiGT02], [LiDa04]. Since the channel conditions

in a satellite network vary over time due to factors such as inclement weather and other

interference, it has been shown that varying the amount of error correction to match the

prevailing state of the link can provide significant improvements in channel utilization,

especially during favorable channel conditions. Adaptive elror coffection has been

introduced in the recently ratified DVB-S2 specification, which provides the option for

adaptive coding and modulation [MoMi04].

The integration of DVB-S2 equipment supporting adaptive error colrection into an

existing network could present a major problem, however. Since the performance

enhancing proxies currently deployed were designed for older DVB-S systems, where the

amount of error correction is static, they assume that the available user bitrate of the

channel is constant during the course of the transmission. This is no longer the case with

the introduction of adaptive coding methods. As more error coffecting parity bits are

added to compensate for poor channel conditions, the available user bitrate will decrease.

This could potentially result in congestion, causing packets to be dropped before they are
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sent over the satellite channel. While a TCP connection would correctly detect the

congestion and reduce its sending rate accordingly, performance enhancing proxies are

typically designed to attribute dropped packets to bit errors. Consequently, rather than

backing off their output bitrate to ease congestion on the link, a performance enhancing

proxy would continue to send data at the same rate, causing the link to remain congested

until channel conditions improve. A decrease in channel utilization would result,

appearing to counter any benefits that adaptive error correction introduces.

To study this phenomenon, a simple performance enhancing proxy is designed that

demonstrates improvement over the performance of TCP in a traditional DVB-S network.

Adaptive effor conection based on the DVB-S2 specification is then introduced to the

system, and the resulting effects of varying available user bitrate are observed.

This thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 provides background and related research

on the Transmission Control Protocol, proposed enhancements for TCP over satellite

networks, and an overview of the DVB-S2 specification; Chapter 3 details the design and

implementation of the performance enhancing proxy developed in this thesis; Chapter 4

presents the simulation results and a discussion of those results; Chapter 5 provides

conclusions based on the results and offers recommendations for future research.
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2. BncrcnouND

2.1 Transmission Control Protocol

The Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) is a reliable network delivery protocol

commonly used in Internet applications such as HTTP (web browsing), FTP (file

transfer) and streaming video. A TCP connection is created between two endpoints, or

hosts, using a three-way handshaking system built into the protocol. After a connection

has been established, data is transferred between the two hosts using a stream of b¡es, or

octets. For this reason, TCP is also described as a stream delivery protocol. In practice,

data is actually broken into pieces called TCP segments, the maximum size of which is

dictated by the lower level delivery protocols. In a typical Ethernet network, such as

those found in most homes and offices, the maximum segment size is 1460 bytes.

Most applications that use TCP do so because they require reliable, in-order delivery of

data. For example, file transfers must be free of lost or corrupted data, while real-time

applications such as streaming video require that data packets be delivered in sequence.

Although packet comrption on Internet links attributable to bit errors is uncommon,

segments on the Internet can be lost as a result of congestion at network routers. In

addition, two segments may take different paths when traveling between hosts, resulting

in out-of-order delivery.

Segments in TCP are identified using sequence numbers that correspond to their byte

position in the stream. \ilhen data is received, the receiver sends positive

acknowledgements to the sender indicating that segments have been received correctly.

The acknowledgements (ACKs) are cumulative, meaning that if a particular segment is

acknowledged, the sender can also assume that all segments prior to it were received

coffectly. Conversely, if segments are lost or received out of order, the receiver will not

acknowledge new segments until all preceding ones have been received. Instead, it will

send a duplicate acknowledgment for the last in-order segment that was correctly
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received. This has the effect of telling the sender that, while data is still flowing through

the network, one or more segments may have been lost and need to be retransmitted.

Rather than sending and acknowledging a single segment at a time, TCP uses what is

called a sliding window mechanism. When the connection is set up, the receiver

advertises a value called the receive window (rwnd), which represents the maximum

number of unacknowledged bytes that the sender can transmit at once. This typically

corresponds to the amount of buffer space that the receiver has available. After the sender

has transmitted as many b¡es as allowed by the receive window, it must wait for

acknowledgements to arrive before it can continue transmitting. When an

acknowledgement finally arrives from the receiver, the sender can "slide" the window

forward by the amount of acknowledged bytes, creating room in the window to send

more data. This concept can be visualized by assuming the sender maintains three

pointers in its window [Come00]. The left-most pointer holds the sequence number of the

start of the window, which corresponds to the oldest unacknowledged segment previously

sent. The middle pointer points to the most recently transmitted segment. Finally, the

right-most pointer points to the end of the window, or the last allowable segment that the

sender may transmit. As acknowledgments arrive, both the left and right pointer slide

forward by the number of acknowledged bytes, creating space in the window for

additional segments to be transmitted.

Window

10 11 12

Left
Pointer

Middle Right
Pointer Pointer

Figure 2.1-TCP Stiding Window nlustration.

3 4 5 6 7I I
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Since the advertised receive window in TCP is sent with every acknowledgement, its

value can change over the course of the transmission. If the receiver cannot accept more

data due to a lack of buffer space, it can reduce the window size by advertising a smaller

window. This will halt or slow the transmission of data from the sender until the receiver

is ready. This process is the method by which TCP avoids congestion at the receiving end

of the connection.

While the rwnd parameter ensures that dropped segments never occur at the receiver, it

does not provide protection against congestion at the buffers of intermediate devices on

the network. Competing network traffic or a simple lack of buffer space on equipment in

the network may cause congestion, resulting in dropped packets. To account for this, the

actual window size used by the TCP sender is calculated as the lesser of the receive

window and another window called the congestion window (cwnd). When a TCP

connection is initiated, the congestion window starts at no larger than two segments and

can grow from there as data is sent over the network using a process called slow-start.

For every acknowledgment that returns from the receiver, the sender can increase the

value of the congestion window by one segment. In this way, cwnd can double for every

window of data sent. ff the latency of the link is low, the window can grow very quickly.

Therefore, to prevent congestion due to cwnd growing at too fast a rate, TCP will exit

slow-start once the congestion window hits a predefined value called ssthresh, which is

typically set to match the size of the receive window when the connection is initiated.

Once ssthresl¿ is reached, TCP enters a second phase called congestion avoidance.

During congestion avoidance the congestion window can only be increased by one

segment for every round trip time.

As long as segments are received and acknowledged without error, the congestion

window will continue to grow. However, if the sender detects that segments have been

lost, TCP assumes that congestion has occurred on the network and will take appropriate

action. This assumption is based on the fact that bit errors on terrestrial links are

extremely rare, and thus lost packets are most likely due to congestion. Losses are
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detected through the use of a retransmission timer that is set for each transmitted

segment. If the timer expires before a coffesponding acknowledgement is received, the

segment is assumed to be lost due to congestion and is retransmitted. When this happens,

TCP will reduce its rate of transmission by setting ssthresh to half the current value of

cwnd, and then setting cwndback to a single segment. This causes TCP to re-enter slow-

start as described above. It should be noted that the length of the retransmission timer

must be large enough so that acknowledgments can arrive before it expires. To account

for this, TCP adapts the value of the timer by using arriving acknowledgments to estimate

the round-trip time of the link.

The congestion avoidance method described above is fairly aggressive in attempting to

reduce congestion. To increase performance in the case where only a few segments are

lost, TCP also uses a concept called fast-retransmit. If a single segment is lost on the

network, the sender will receive a duplicate acknowledgement for each subsequent

segment that reaches the receiver. If the sender receives three duplicate

acknowledgements for a segment, it will assume that the corresponding segment was lost

and will re-send the segment immediately without waiting for the retransmission timer to

expire. Since the arrival of acknowledgments indicates that the sender is reasonably sure

that the network is not overly congested, it will also employ a technique called fast-

recovery. Rather than cwnd being set to a single segment, it will instead be divided in

half. Ssthresl¿ will also be set to the new value of cwnd, causing TCP to skip slow-start

and go directly into congestion avoidance.

2.2 TCP and Satellite Networks

Satellite networks offer several characteristics that make them popular as a medium for

content delivery. For example, a single satellite footprint can cover a very large

geographical area that can service a large number of users [Stal02]. This enables the

deployment of satellite terminals to remote areas or locations where the installation of

terrestrial infrastructure, such as coax or fiber optics, is cost-prohibitive. The benefits of

increased coverage over a terrestrial link can be obtained without sacrificing bandwidth,
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as a single satellite transponder can provide a bitrate that is sufficient for transmitting

files, video, and other data over the Internet. As a result, the use of satellite networks as a

way to connect branch offices, remote populations or even single users to the Internet has

many attractive benefits. Despite these advantages, though, certain characteristics of

satellite channels present challenges to protocols such as TCP.

2.2.1 PropagationDelay

Unlike low latency terrestrial networks, satellite networks can exhibit a large propagation

delay. While round trip times of packets on the Internet can be as low as 100 ms, the

latency on a satellite channel is typically much higher. This is most evident in

geostationary (GEO) satellite networks, with satellites that orbit the earth at

approximately 36,000 km above the earth's equator [Stal02]. A packet leaving a ground

station must travel this distance once from ground-to-satellite and again from satellite-to-

ground, corresponding to a one way trip of approximately 250 ms. If the same network is

used again on the return trip, the resulting round trip time is on the order 500 ms, which is

well above the normal delay observed on a ground link.

This increased latency can be detrimental to the performance of TCP in a number of

ways. As mentioned previously, TCP initiates its transmission using a congestion

window of only one or two segments. The window then proceeds to grow by one segment

for every ACK that is received during the slow-start phase. In terrestrial networks, the

relatively low round trip time means that ACKs arrive quickly, allowing the window size

to grow at a faster rate. However, when the latency is increased, the congestion window

will grow at a much slower rate since acknowledgements take longer to arrive. That

being said, the performance hit seen due to the slow growth of the window becomes

negligible over the course of a lengthy transmission as long as there are no further

impairments due to lost segments.

Another problem that the high latency of satellite channels presents is that of bandwidth

utilization. As previously stated, the TCP sender's actual window size is taken as the
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lesser of rwnd and cwnd. Even if the congestion window grows to a very large size, the

sender cannot send more unacknowledged segments than the receive window allows,

forcing it to wait for acknowledgements before transmitting more data. If the round trip

time is sufficiently large, it is possible that only a single window of data will be allowed

to leave the sender for each return trip. The maximum throughput of TCP and its

relationship to the window size and the latency of the link can actually be defined as in

Equation 2.1, where IV is the window size and R77 is the round trip time of the network.

Throughpu, = # Q.I)

The equation shows that either an increase in the window size or a decrease in the rouncl

trip time will increase the maximum attainable throughput of the protocol. While the

maximum receive window was originally specified in TCP as 64 KB, an option called

window scaling was introduced to allow TCP to use higher windows and thus take better

advantage of high latency links. However, network equipment and client computers

running Microsoft Windows may not be optimized to support it. Therefore, while TCP

contains provisions to account for larger round trip times, it is not realistic to assume that

every client receiving data over a satellite network has been configured accordingly.

2,2.2 Increased Bit Error Rate

The second disadvantage of satellite networks is a higher bit error rate (BER) tAlGS99l.

The higher bit error rate can be caused by a decrease in the signal-to-noise ratio of the

received signal, which can be attributed to a number of factors. Loss of signal power over

long distances, inclement weather such as rain or snow, and improperly aligned antennas

will alt cause the signal to be attenuated, resulting in a higher bit error rate. Additionally,

interference from adjacent satellites or adjacent transponders on the same satellite can

also increase the BER of the link. Even without taking into account impairments due to

severe weather, satellite networks can see a BER on the order of 10-7 [AIGS99]. Although

in some cases colrupt packets can be retransmitted using protocols like TCP, the higher

latency of the link combined with this higher enor rate reduces the efficiency of the
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protocol greatly. The main reason for this is that TCP's philosophy is to assume that data

losses are due to congestion and not the result of bit errors. This causes TCP to enter

slow-start, as described above, which in turn reduces its rate of transmission. An

analytical model of the performance of TCP has been developed that shows that, as the

probability of a bit error is increased, the throughput of TCP decreases dramatically

tPaFTgS]. To counter this, most satellite networks provide some form of error correction

at the link layers to reduce the bit error rate.

2.2.3 Bandwidth Asymmetry

In addition to the two factors described above, many satellite networks also exhibit

asymmetry in the link characteristics seen on the forward and return link. Many satellite

networks only use the satellite channel for transmitting data on the forward link, which

carries packets from the server to the client host. The reason for this is that the required

bandwidth from client to server is typically far less than that required in the other

direction, since acknowledgements and connection requests represent the bulk of client

traffic. As a result, while data from a server to a client machine may flow over the high

bandwidth satellite link, return traffic may traverse a lower bitrate terrestrial link such as

a dial-up connection or an ISDN line. Both the latency and the bandwidth of the return

link can be much different than that of the forward link. If a low bitrate return link such

as dial-up were used to service several clients behind a satellite gateway, the rate of

returning TCP acknowledgements could exceed the capacity of the link, resulting in

congestion and lost acknowledgements. The lost ACKs will again cause TCP to assume

that congestion occurred, exacerbating the problems already discussed.

2.3 Improving TCP over Satellite Networks

All of the problems described above have been well studied and many solutions have

been proposed, and in some cases implemented, that aim to improve the performance of

TCP in satellite networks. Proposals include modifications to the protocol itself, link

layer mechanisms aimed at minimizing the effects of errors in the network, and the use of

performance enhancing proxies. These will all be discussed below.
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2.3.L Proposed Modifications to TCP

One modification to TCP is called TCP SACK (selective acknowledgements) [AIGS99].

TCP SACK allows the receiver to acknowledge specific segments even if they were

received out of order. This means that in the instance that segments are lost on the

network, the sending host will know which segments need to be retransmitted without

waiting for timeouts to occur. Although fast-recovery and fast-retransmit allow TCP to

retransmit a single segment immediately, subsequent lost packets cannot be detected until

the acknowledgement for the flust retransmission arrives or a timeout occurs. TCP SACK

improves upon this by instead enabling the transmitting host to detect losses as they

occur, in some cases avoiding a switch to slow-start altogether. TCP SACK has been

shown to provide significant performance increases in instances where multiple segments

are lost in a single window [AIHO97].

To address bandwidth asymmetry, techniques such as delayed acknowledgements have

also been implemented. In this case, the receiver is allowed to wait until at most two

segments have been received correctly before sending a cumulative acknowledgement.

This has the effect of reducing return link traffic. However, the consequence is that

acknowledgements arrive much less frequently to the sender, resulting in slower growth

of cwnd.

Another modifîcation that has been proposed is a TCP variant called TCP Westwood.

TCP Westwood uses a bandwidth estimation technique to help the sender calculate more

optimum settings for cwnd and sstresh when congestion occurs. This allows TCP

Westwood to adjust its sending rate to correspond with the available bandwidth on the

link when packet losses do occur, as opposed to traditional implementations that cut cwnd

in half. TCP Westwood has been shown to provide a significant performance increase

over curent TCP implementations in high bit error rate environments such as satellite

networks [GeSaWZ].

Lastly, while not a modification of TCP directly, a protocol called XFTP has also been

proposed [AlKrOs]. XFTP works on the principle that while a single TCP connection
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using a certain window size can achieve a fixed bandwidth over a link, two connections

with the same parameters should be able to achieve roughly twice the performance.

XFIP calls for modifications to the traditional file transfer protocol (FTP), where files

would be split into pieces that could be downloaded in parallel by multiple connections.

While this can dramatically improve performance, the benefits are reduced when the

number of connections becomes so large that competition for available bandwidth among

connections occurs, causing congestion.

While the methods discussed here have been shown to provide performance

improvements in some cases, modifications to the TCP protocol are rarely implemented.

The reason for this is that TCP is an end-to-end protocol that operates in an environment

where connected hosts can be separated by a number of intermediate network devices.

TCP was carefully designed with this environment in mind, where aggressive use of

available bandwidth would decrease the usability of the Internet. Any modification that

goes against TCP's design philosophy of being a "faif' protocol with respect to other

Internet traffic is therefore not likely to be accepted into the standard.

2.3.2 Link Layer Mechanisms

In order to reduce the effects that bit errors have on TCP, link layer mechanisms for both

effor conection and error recovery are commonly used. These measures can reduce the

effective bit error rate seen by the receiver, as well as recover elroneous packets before

they are detected as losses by TCP.

2.3.2.1 Error Correction

Forward error conection (FEC) involves adding additional information called parity bits

to a stream of data prior to transmission. In the event that an erroneous bit occurs in a

packet, the receiver can use the redundant information to correct the error in the packet so

it does not need to be retransmitted by the source. This is useful in networks where

retransmissions are impossible due to the lack of a return link, or in environments such as

satellite networks where the round trip delay makes retransmissions inefficient [LeWiOO].
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Since it is done at the link layer, error correction is transparent to upper layer protocols

like TCP. The amount of redundancy can be tuned to the known characteristics of the link

to provide the desired quality of service. While adding more parity bits to the stream

generally increases the probability that an error can be corrected, the fixed bandwidth of

the link means that less user or data bits can be sent. The tradeoff between error rate and

bandwidth must therefore be weighed when designing an error correction scheme for a

particular link.

A common class of error correcting schemes involves the use of block codes. Data is

divided into blocks of size fr bits by the FEC encoder at the sender. Each block is then

encoded by adding a fixed number of parity bits, resulting in a transmitted block size of n

bits. The strength of a block code is typically described using a value called the coding

rate R", which is simply the ratio of data bits to the total number of transmitted bits. In the

absence of compression, R" is always less than or equal to one. The number of bit elrors

that can be corrected in a block depends largely on the design of the code. For example, a

type of block code called a Hamming code is designed to correct only a single bit error in

a block, whereas BCH codes can correct a number of errors that is directly proportional

to the number of parity bits (n-k) added to the block [Sta102].

(2.2)

A common example of a block code is the Reed-Solomon code, which is used

extensively in correcting errors on storage devices such as compact disks. Reed-Solomon

codes process data in equal sized chunks, or symbols, where each chunk is m bits in

length. These codes are also used in satellite communications and are responsible for

improving error performance in Digital Video Broadcasting over Satellite (DVB-S)

networks.

While effor correcting codes at the link layer are usually provided at the bit-level, or the

symbol level in the case of Reed-Solomon codes, block codes also exist that can provide

R"=fr
n
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error correction on a block of packets. Since they allow for recovery of packets that have

been lost from a stream, packet-level error correcting schemes are usually referred to as

erasure codes. Similar to bit-level FEC, erasure codes work on a block of packets of size

N, with M redundant packets added for a resulting block size N+M. Codes can be

designed where, if M or fewer packets are lost in a block, they can be recovered without

retransmission [Huit96]. While erasure codes are typically used in multicast applications,

they can also be used in point-to-point applications. Erasure codes can be an effective

way of recovering missing packets due to bit errors, but can also reduce the effects of lost

packets due to congestion [Huit96]. Care should be taken when implementing them in

practice, however, as the addition of redundant packets to the network could make

congestion worse. For example, it has been shown that a simple selective automatic

repeat-request protocol performs worse when using packet-level FEC in cases where the

overall bitrate of the transmission is held constant [Kost02]. Conversely, end-to-end

packet level FEC has been shown to improve the performance of TCP under certain

conditions, particularly over links with high error rates and long round trip times

ll-uKa04l.

2.3.2.2 Error Recovery

In addition to error correction, error recovery is necessary when bit errors that occur in

data cannot be corrected. Error recovery in a network is typically done using an

automatic repeat-request (ARQ) protocol. ARQ protocols require feedback from the

receiver to notify the transmitting host when data has been lost or corrupted so that it can

be retransmitted. A common example of such a protocol has already been discussed

previously in the description of TCP. While error recovery is commonly used at higher

layers in the network, research has also been done into its benefits at the link layer

uzhOOl.

The simplest form of ARQ is called Stop-and-Wait. After the sender has transmitted each

segment, it waits for either a positive acknowledgment (ACK), indicating that the packet

was received correctly, or a negative acknowledgement (NAK), indicating that the packet
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was received in error. Like TCP, a timer is set for each transmitted segment. If the timer

expires before an ACK or NAK is received, the segment is retransmitted. Stop-and-Wait

protocols can be looked at as having a window size of one segment, which Equation 2.1

shows will not allow for full utilization of links with large propagation delays.

A slightly more complex protocol is the Go-Back-N. In this scheme, the sender maintains

a larger window and sends segments continuously as long as acknowledgements continue

to arrive. If the receiver detects a segment that is out of sequence, a negative

acknowledgment (NAK) is sent for the missing segment and all subsequent data is

ignored. The NAK allows the sender to detect losses without waiting for the timer to

expire. As the name of the protocol suggests, a loss detected at the sender causes it to go

back the point where the loss occurred and retransmit all subsequent packets. In high

BER links, it has been shown that this scheme can lose its effectiveness quite quickly

[LiYu8O].

A third common form of ARQ scheme is called Selective Repeat. In this instance, the

receiver keeps a buffer that is larger than a single segment, as in Go-Back-N. When an

out of sequence segment is received, a NAK is sent for the missing data, as before. At the

same time, an acknowledgment is piggybacked on the NAK to tell the sender that the out

of sequence segment was received correctly. Subsequent segments are also

acknowledged, meaning that the sender need only retransmit the lost segment when it

receives the NAK. The Transmission Control Protocol's error recovery scheme most

closely resembles Selective Repeat ARQ.

ARQ schemes implemented at the link layer have been studied as a way to correct elrors

before they can be detected by TCP, preventing TCP from cutting its window size and

entering slow-start. Although most of the research done in this area is focused on mobile

applications, the same premise still applies to satellite networks. Link layer ARQ

protocols require that the underlying equipment buffer segments as they are sent, so that

they can be retransmitted in the case that losses occur. Since this is done at the link layer,

a point-to-point communication link must exist between sending and receiving hardware.
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One advantage to these types of schemes is that upper layer protocols need not be

modified to take advantage of any performance increases, and in fact do not need to be

aware that error recovery is taking place. Secondly, the time taken to detect and correct

errors is greatly reduced when compared to end-to-end mechanisms, since the lower

latency of a single hop link will allow for faster detection and recovery of errors Uizh0Ol.

Variations on the ARQ protocols discussed here have also been proposed, with the main

goal of improving the throughput of these schemes in satellite environments. For

example, a variation on the Go-Back-N algorithm was proposed and found to provide

increased performance in satellite networks [LiYu80].

2.3.3 Performance Enhancing Proxies

An alternative way to increase the performance of TCP over satellite links is the use of

performance enhancing proxies (PEP). A performance enhancing proxy is another device

on the network that resides between the TCP endpoints and the satellite link. A proxy's

main purpose is to hide the undesirable properties of the channel from the TCP endpoints.

Proxies can be designed with specific knowledge of the properties of the underlying link,

which is an advantage that an end-to-end protocol like TCP does not have.

A performance enhancing proxy will intercept traffic from a TCP connection, either

transparently or with the knowledge of the sending application, and optimize it so that it

performs better over the link. It does this using two techniques. First, a proxy can buffer

traffic flowing from the transmitting host (the server) and acknowledge it even before it

reaches the end destination. This has the effect of hiding errors on the satellite link from

the server, allowing it to continue transmitting at its current rate, and in some cases

freeing up resources on the server before the transmission is totally complete. This

process is called local acknowledgments. When local acknowledgments are used, the

proxy could also intercept and suppress acknowledgements as they return from the

receiver, although this is not required since TCP will ignore any acknowledgments for

segments outside its sending window. The other technique that is used is called locøl
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retransmtssions. This refers to the process of a performance enhancing proxy

retransmitting segments when they are lost so that the TCP server does not have to. When

local acknowledgments are used, Iocal retransmissions must always also be implemented.

In practice, there are two major types of performance enhancing proxies: spoofing

proxies and split-connection proxies. A spoofing proxy monitors TCP traffic as it passes

through, and can transparently modify the behavior of the traffic to increase the

performance of the connection. For example, transmitted segments can be cached at the

proxy as they are sent and acknowledged locally. If the proxy detects that losses have

occurred on the link, it can retransmit the segments before the TCP sender notices the

error. This is best illustrated in Figure 2.2. The authors in UsAl0ll examined the

performance of TCP spoofing over a high latency, congested link, and found that it

offered significant performance increases in such an environment. A specific

implementation of a transparent proxy is the TCP SNOOP protocol [BoKG01]. TCP

SNOOP works by caching TCP segments as they travel from the sender to the receiver,

however it does not acknowledge them locally. Rather, if duplicate acknowledgements

are detected as they return from the receiver, lost segment are simply retransmitted

directly from the proxy and the ACKs are suppressed to prevent them from reaching the

server. This allows for the retransmission of segments without the TCP sender detecting

the losses and entering congestion control.

TCP Acknowledgements (intercepted at PEP)

Seruer

TCP Segments (cached at PEP)

Local TCP Acknowledgements

Figure 2.2 -TCP Spoofing.
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The second type of performance enhancing proxy is a connection splitting proxy.

Connection splitting proxies are distinguished from spoofing proxies in that they actually

involve more than just a single end-to-end TCP connection. When a TCP connection is

created, it is terminated at the PEP on the server side of the connection. A new

connection is created from the proxy to the receiving host, effectively splitting the

connection in two. The connection from the PEP to the client can be a modified form of

TCP, or regular TCP that has had its window parameters tuned to take better advantage of

the satellite link. This architecture, shown in Figure 2.3, enhances the connection at only

a single point and is called an integrated performance enhancing proxy.

TCP Acknowledgements

TCP Segments

Local TCP Acknowledgements

Figure 2.3 - Connection splitting (integrated).

Connection splitting can also be done in a distributed fashion. Distributed connection

splitting proxies, shown in Figure 2.4, requte a PEP at each end of the connection. ln this

case, three connections are actually created: one connection from the server to the PEP on

the sending side, one between the two proxies over the satellite link, and one from the

PEP at the receiving end to the client host. The major advantage here is that the protocol

used on the middle connection need not be TCP. Instead, it can be a custom protocol that

is designed specifically for the satellite link. Some implementations, for example, use a

TCP segments (stored and fonvarded at PEP)
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custom protocol running on top of the User Datagram Protocol (UDP), which is

connectionless and has no built in congestion control.

Distributed proxies offer several advantages. For example, data flowing through the PEP

can be compressed to save bandwidth or encrypted for increased security. They can also

use ARQ schemes for error recovery that are specifically chosen to perform well over

satellite links, such as those that are tuned to high latency networks, or that reduce traffic

on the return link.

TCP Segments Custom protocol TCP Segments

TCP Acknowledgements TCP Acknowledgements

Figure 2.4 - Connection splitting (distributed).

Performance enhancing proxies have been studied extensively, and many

implementations have been researched and evaluated. For example, a split-connection

PEP that uses negative acknowledgements for error recovery was introduced, and was

shown to improve the performance of TCP over single-hop satellite links [VeKMO2].

This scheme throttles the bitrate of its connections with the help of link utilization

measurements, guaranteeing that losses due to congestion do not occur. However, the

proposed measurement relies on the fact that the total available link bandwidth is known

ahead of time.

A UDP-based split connection scheme that relies on packet erasure codes for enor

correction has also been studied [Phil0l]. While congestion control was implemented, it

only took into account congestion at the receiver and did not account for congestion on

Seruer
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intermediate network devices. Although it employed erasure codes to account for losses,

error recovery was left for future research.

The results of PEP research have culminated in commercial applications that have

already been deployed in the field. For example, a split-connection approach using a

connectionless protocol over the satellite link that is tuned specifically to the bandwidth

of the satellite link [Nett0O], and a transparent store and forward approach similar to the

spoofing method described above [Idirec] have been deployed. Literature for these

products shows that they can increase TCP performance in satellite environments by as

much as 250Vo during web browsing sessions [Nett00].

2.4 Adaptive Forward Error Correction

While the combination of TCP enhancements, link level error control and the use of

performance enhancing proxies can improve the performance of TCP over satellite links

significantly, the protocol's performance is not the only consideration when designing

satellite networks. Bandwidth utilization is an important metric for a service provider that

wishes to get more performance out of a particular link, so that as many clients as

possible can be serviced. ln traditional satellite networks, the amount of error correction

applied is usually fixed for the duration of the transmission. Network conditions,

however, are time varying, and can change at any moment due to changes in position (in

mobile terminals) or weather conditions. Since coding rates must be chosen so that they

provide the desi¡ed level of error corection for the worst imagined channel conditions,

bandwidth will be wasted due to the unnecessary transmission of parity bits when

channel conditions are good. As a result, research has also been done extensively in the

area of adaptive forward error correction, where the level of error correction applied

during transmission is varied over time to match the channel conditions [Vuce91].

2.4.1 Related Research

The idea of adaptive effor coffection in both satellite networks and mobile wireless

communications has been well researched. For example, a link layer protocol called TCP-
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AFEC was proposed ILiGTOZ]. The authors implemented a link layer adaptive FEC

protocol using Reed-Solomon block codes to improve the performance of TCP over

mobile wireless channels. The protocol does not include link-layer retransmissions and

relies solely on TCP to recover lost packets. A unique aspect of the proposed scheme is

that it is considered to be TCP aware. The scheme uses lost packets to estimate the bit

error rate of the channel, and the best tradeoff of bandwidth and bit error rate is

calculated using the TCP model described earlier tPaFT98l. The authors found that over

a range of symbol error rates, TCP-AFEC provided anywhere from a 7Vo to 78Vo inqease

in throughput over SNOOP and TCP-SACK, even when the latter schemes were

complemented with some form of fixed error correction.

A packet level end-to-end adaptive FEC algorithm was also investigated [BaLKO4],

where varying levels of block erasure codes were used over a satellite link. Similar to

TCP-AFEC, the algorithm is TCP aware in that it uses the same throughput model to find

the optimum level of FEC required on the link. Using feedback from the receiver, the

packet error rate and available channel bandwidth are estimated to aid in the calculation.

The authors come to a similar conclusion as was found with TCP-AFEC. Specifically,

they conclude that adaptive FEC at the packet level can be an effective tool when used

over a long latency link that incurs losses due both to errors and congestion, but that the

benefits are reduced when the round trip time is small.

2.4.2 DVB-S2

Adaptive forward effor correction has gone from the realm of theory to practice with the

ratification of DVB-S2, the second-generation satellite broadcasting specification, which

was developed by the Digital Video Broadcasting group IETSIO5].

The original specification, DVB-S, was first introduced in 1994 and millions of terminals

using the standard have since been deployed worldwide [TeMoO4]. While initially

designed for digital video broadcasting as the name suggests, DVB systems are also used

as a method of distributing point-to-point IP multimedia content using a method known
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as multi-protocol encapsulation (MPE). Essentially, MPE allows IP packets to be

segmented and sent in MPEG-2 transport stream packets, the delivery unit used by DVB-

S. As a result, DVB-S systems are currently deployed that offer IP services for a number

of multimedia applications and services.

The DVB-S2 standard is intended to improve upon DVB-S by improving transmission

efficiency, increasing implementation flexibility, and reducing modulator complexity

[MoMiO4]. The specification was designed for a number of intended services, including

broadcast television service, Internet access, and data content distribution.

DVB-S2 offers increased spectrum utilization with its new coding and modulation

schemes. The original specification (DVB-S) used Quadrature Phase Shift Keying

(QPSK) modulation, and fixed length Reed-Solomon block codes for error correction.

Reed-Solomon codes are replaced by low-density parity-check codes (LDPC) in DVB-

52. Extensive simulations showed that these codes were up to 35%o more efficient in

providing effor correction than those used in DVB-S [MoMi04]. In addition, QPSK is no

longer the only modulation scheme used. Three other options were added, including 8-

PSK, 16-APSK and 32-APSK.

The combination of the chosen modulation and coding scheme is referred to in DVB-S2

as the protection level. The chart in Figure 2.5 shows the possible protection levels in

DVB-S2, and their performance in comparison to those used in the original standard. The

multitude of modulation and coding combinations means that DVB-S2 can provide quasi-

error free operation (packet error rates on the order of 10-7) from signal-to-noise (C/f{)

levels of 16 dB all the way down to -2.4 dB.

.t.t
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Figure 2.5 - DVB-S2 protection tevets [MoRe04]. 
I

The DVB-S2 framing structure allows for different protection levels to be used for

different client terminals. Data is segmented into fixed length physical layer frames with

payloads of either 64,800 or 16,200 bits. Each frame contains a header that tells the

receiver what modulation and coding method was used so that it can be correctly

decoded. Figure 2.6 shows that frames are time-division multiplexed within the channel.

While the header in each frame is coded with a low rate 7/64block code, the payload in

adjacent frames need not use the same modulation and coding scheme.

Since client terminals can be distributed over a large geographic area within the satellite

footprint, it follows that they may be experiencing vastly different channel conditions.

Local weather patterns and signal attenuation result in different bit error rates seen at

each client terminal. In DVB-S, this meant that the coding scheme chosen would have to

be selected to provide protection to the client experiencing the worst conditions, at the

worst imagined time [MoReO4]. However, DVB-S2 allows the operator to choose the

I Source: "DVB-S2, the second generation standard for satellite broadcasting and unicasting", Alberto

Morello and Ulrich Reimers. 2004. Copyright John Wiley & Sons Limited. Reproduced with permission.
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optimum protection level for each terminal, and thus will result in better use of the

channel.

H Payload H Payload H Payload

QPSK (1/4) 8-PSK (2y3)

Figure 2.6 - DVB-S2 Physical Framing.

16-APSK (s/6)

In addition, DVB-S2 can also employ adaptive error correction for each individual client.

Since the protection level is specified in the header of each physical frame, it can change

at any time without requiring configuration changes at the client terminal. This means

DVB-S2 can provide not only variations in protection level over geographical space, but

can also vary the chosen levels over time to match the prevailing state of the channel. In

DVB-S2, this concept is called adaptive coding and modulation (ACM).

As seen in Figure 2.7, 
^CM 

uses feedback from client terminals via a return channel to

allow it to decide which protection level to use. To reduce return traffic, client terminals

may choose to send reports only when a change in protection level is needed [MoMi04].

The client terminal is responsible for estimating the state of the channel at any given time

to give the sender as much information as possible so that it can select the correct

protection level. As such, the ability to accurately estimate the state of the current channel

conditions becomes an important factor.

To aid in channel estimation, DVB-S2 incorporates the use of pilot symbols that are

embedded in the stream. These symbols can be used to determine the signal-to-noise ratio

at the receiving terminal. It has been shown that by using these pilot symbols, the channel

error perfoffnance can be estimated accurately enough to avoid packet loss during slow

channel fades, while losing only 0.4Vo of packets during faster fades [CiGaRi]. The

algorithm sacrifices some transmission efficiency by ening on the side of caution when

choosing which protection level to use.
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Client machine

Web server

Figure 2,7 -DVB-52 ACM Operation.

In addition to channel estimation accuracy, the time it takes for messages to reach the

sender is also important. This is referred to as the loop delay. Studies of satellite channels

have shown that rain fades typically do not cause the channel to change by more than 0.5

- 1.0 dB per second [RiVMO4]. Given this, most networks with reasonable round trip

times should be able to provide channel estimates in enough time so that losses are

minimized.

Although the implementation of a DVB-S2 satellite gateway is operator specific, a

number of possible architectures have been proposed for IP services [RiVMO4], the

selection of which depends on a number of factors such as the type of traffic offered and

the quality of service required. Common to many of the schemes is the use of what is

called an ACM router. Implemented as part of the satellite gateway, the ACM router is

responsible for two things. First, it accepts the channel estimates from the many client

terminals and selects the proper protection level for each client. Second, it accepts

incoming client traffic and buffers it before it is sent to the DVB-S2 modulator.

Traffic can be sent to the modulator in one of two ways. The first method has traffic

entering the modulator using a single input stream. An additional input is used to specify

the protection level that data should be encoded with. The second method uses multiple
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inputs to the modulator, where each input corresponds to a single protection level. These

architectures are shown in Figure 2.8 and Figure 2.9 respectively [RiVM04].

User data
Physical Frames

ACM
command

Channel Estimation

'Packet buffe/s can be per user,
per protection levol, or some olher
shems depnd¡ng on OoS
requlremenls

Figure 2.8 - ACM Router with Single Modulator Input.

Physical Frames

Figure 2.9 - ACM Router with Multiple Modulator Inputs.

The ACM router must ensure that the offered traffic at its output does not exceed the

capacity of the link. It is therefore responsible for buffering the incoming IP data as it

arrives. As shown in Figure 2.8, possible implementations could include a single input

queue per client host, a single queue per protection level, or a combination of both. In

either case, since queue space must be finite, the ACM router will drop packets if the

offered traffic becomes too high for the modulator to handle.

ACM Router

ACM Router

Channel Estimation

DVB-S2
Modulator
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2.4.3 Potential Problems with Adaptive Error Correction

While the bandwidth savings achieved by DVB-S2's adaptive effor corection scheme

could potentially reduce the cost of offering Internet access over satellite by a factor of 10

[RiVMO4], there are potential problems with simply adding DVB-S2 equipment to

existing networks. The main side effect of using adaptive coding and modulation

schemes in a satellite environment arises from the fact that the symbol rate of the

transponder must remain fixed for the duration of the transmission. This means that a

change in the modulation scheme or coding rate for a particular client terminal actually

changes the bitrate available to transmit user data. As a result, care must be taken that

sending hosts do not overflow the satellite gateway's buffers when the available user

bitrate decreases as a result of changing protection levels. While the overall output bitrate

of the system may stay relatively constant when averaging the protection levels of

thousands of client terminals, individual clients may experience drastic changes in bitrate

depending on the quality of service schemes implemented at the gateway.

Flow control could be implemented to prevent congestion, but in many cases client and

server machines are quite a distance away from the satellite gateway. This means that

communication between sending hosts and DVB-S2 equipment is not always possible.

Research into DVB-S2 makes note of this, and touches on some high level solutions to

handle congestion. Priority queuing schemes and large buffers to handle temporary peaks

are among these [RiVMO4]. Protocols such as TCP would be considered ideal candidates

for transmission over channels with changing bandwidth, since the protocol can adapt its

transmissions rate when congestion occurs.

In many cunent DVB-S system implementations, however, the use of pure TCP over

these channels may no longer be reality. As discussed, performance enhancing proxies

are currently deployed in the field that use custom transmission protocols over the

satellite link as a way to increase channel utilization. In some cases, congestion control is

not implemented since a fixed user bitrate is assumed for the duration of the transmission.

As a result, the reduction of available channel bitrate in poor states may have a

detrimental effect on these proxies, causing a large amount of congestion at the satellite
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gateway. This would decrease channel utilization, seemingly countering the goal of

introducing adaptive error correction to the system in the first place. Simply swapping

existing DVB-S equipment with newer DVB-S2 equipment is therefore not possible

without first studying the effects that this would have on equipment optimized for the

older standard.
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3. Srvrur,NrroN DnSIGN AND Ivrpr,nvIENTATIoN

The previous discussions have described how performance enhancing proxies are

currently deployed in existing systems to enhance the performance of the TCP protocol

over satellite links. With the introduction of ACM in the DVB-S2 standard, proxy

equipment designed for DVB-S-based systems may not perform optimally due to reduced

user bitrate resulting from adapting the coding rate to the prevailing channel conditions.

To study this, a simple performance enhancing proxy is simulated and its resulting

behavior is observed and measured when adaptive error correction is introduced. The

performance enhancing proxy designed in this thesis is called SimplePEP.

3.L SimplePEP

SimplePEP is a connection splitting proxy similar in concept to those described in2.3.3.

SimplePEP is symmetric, with a proxy sitting at each end of the satellite link. The proxy

sitting at the sending side of the satellite channel is called the server prory, and the one at

the client side of the channel the client proxy.By terminating the TCP connection at

either end of the satellite link, SimplePEP can take advantage of local acknowledgments

and retransmissions and sends data reliably over the link using its own custom protocol.

A simple network incorporating SimplePEP is shown in Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1 - SimplePEP Network Configuration.

Seruer Uplink Ræeiver Oownlink
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When a TCP connection is established between a client host and a web server on opposite

sides of the satellite link, SimplePEP intercepts that TCP connection and creates three

separate connections instead. One TCP connection is established between the server

proxy and the web server, while another is setup between the client proxy and the client

host machine. The final connection is created between the two proxies themselves, and is

responsible for marshalling transmitted data over the satellite link. As segments flow

from the web server over the TCP connection, they are buffered and stored at the server

proxy. The server proxy then forwards them over the satellite using a datagram protocol

similar to UDP. When segments are received at the client proxy, they are forwarded on to

the client host using the second established TCP connection. In practice, a PEP is

designed to handle more than a single TCP connection, so segments traveling between

the proxies are encapsulated into SimplePEP packets by adding a header that contains

information identifying which connection the data belongs to. The contents of this header

are discussed in detail in Table 3.1.

In order to ensure the reliable delivery of data, SimplePEP uses an ARQ protocol for

error recovery based on the Selective Repeat algorithm described earlier. As Figure 3.1

shows, a feedback channel exists between the client and server proxy over which

acknowledgments are sent by the client proxy. The error recovery scheme in SimplePEP

was designed to mitigate the effects of both losses due to bit errors and the high round

trip time of the link. While another coÍrmon design goal of performance enhancing

proxies is to reduce return traffic, the assumption is made for simplicity that the return

link used is a high-bandwidth satellite link, where lost acknowledgements will not be an

issue.

Individual packets in SimplePEP are identified using sequence numbers that are unique to

each connection. Upon starting the transmission, the server proxy can send as many

unacknowledged packets as it wishes up to the pre-defined window size. Once it reaches

the end of its window, it must wait for acknowledgements to return before it can slide its

window forward and continue transmitting. Since SimplePEP is designed to run over a
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satellite link, the window size can be preset according to Equation 2.I to allow for full

utilization of the link.

If the server proxy reaches the end of its window, it will not have any buffer space

available to accept additional TCP segments from the web server. To prevent congestion

at the server, flow control is accomplished by simply setting the receive window size on

the "web server"-"server proxy" TCP connection to zero. This stops further data from

arriving from the web server. Once data is emptied from the server proxy's buffers, it can

again advertise a larger window to the web server allowing transmission to resume. Since

this method prevents the web server's TCP agent from entering slow start, it can resume

transmitting at its previous speed. In addition to avoiding congestion at the server proxy,

losses at the client proxy are avoided simply by configuring the receiver's buffers to

match the size of the server's sending window.

An acknowledgement is sent from the client proxy whenever a data packet is received.

ACKs are identified specifically in the SimplePEP header as shown in Table 3.1. When

an acknowledgement is sent, two separate pieces of information are sent to the server

proxy. The first, ackedSeqno, is the sequence number that corresponds to the packet that

was just received. This tells the server proxy that the packet was transmitted without

etror, and the server can release it from its buffer. The second field in the

acknowledgment is the seq_no field. This field identifies to the sender the sequence

number of the packet at the left-most side of the receive window. ln other words, it is the

sequence number of the next packet that must be received before data can be delivered to

the client host. If no packets have been lost on the channel, these two numbers will

match. However, if a prior packet was lost or received in error, the acknowledged

segment cannot be delivered to the client host until all previous segments have also been

received.
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Table 3.1 - SimplePEP Packet Header.

Name Size Description

packet_type I byte Indicates to the proxy what type of

packet this is.

Possible values are:

O _ DATA

1_ACK

2_NAK

seq_no 4 bytes The sequence number of the packet. For

a data packet, this is the sequence

number of the segment being sent. For

an ACK or NAK packet, this is the

sequence number of the next expected

segment in the window.

ackecl_seqno 4 bytes The sequence number of the segment

being acknowledged.

id 4 bytes The connection identifier.

The SimplePEP server proxy uses two mechanisms to detect when losses have occurred.

The first is the use of retransmission timers, similar to those described in TCP. A single

retransmission timer is immediately set for each packet that is sent. If an

acknowledgment for a packet is not received before the timer expires, the packet is

assumed to be lost and it is retransmitted. The second mechanism that is used is negative

acknowledgments, or NAKs. ff the client proxy receives a packet out of order, it will

send a NAK for each packet preceding it that it considers lost to the network. Upon

receiving a NAK for a particular packet, the server proxy will retransmit it immediately

without waiting for the timer to expire. This is similar in concept to TCP's/ast-retransmit

algorithm, but explicitly allows the server proxy to detect drops without requiring it to
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wait for duplicate acknowledgements. The entire process, using a window size of only

three packets for illustration, is shown in Figure 3.2.

Server
Proxy

DATA
seq_no

012

Client Aloll A/2/3 N/5/4
Proxy Al1t2 Atgt4 At6t4

ACK-NAK i
acked_seqno /
seq_no

Figure 3.2 - SimpIePEP ARQ scheme.

Although SimplePEP uses an ARQ scheme similar in concept to TCP, it has a number of

advantages that allow it to perform better in a satellite network. First, since the server and

client proxies reside very close to the satellite uplink, the round-trip time and required

length of the retransmission timers can be determined ahead of time. This eliminates the

need to estimate the latency as TCP does. Since SimplePEP does not perform this

estimation, it is important to choose a value that is both short enough to prevent

unnecessary idle periods when losses occur, and long enough so that timers do not expire

prematurely. Variables such as maximum queuing delay, propagation delay and any other

operations that could delay ACKs from reaching the server proxy must all be taken into

account when setting the round trip time.

The second advantage SimplePEP has over TCP is that, as mentioned previously, the

window size can be pre-set to match the latency of the link, allowing for full utilization of

the channel. While TCP grows its window slowly during fhe slow-start and congestion

avoidance phases, SimplePEP instead begins sending data using the pre-configured

window size and does not adjust it during transmission. Since performance enhancing

proxies are typically deployed on dedicated networking equipment, there is little concern

At4/7
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that the window size chosen will result in buffer sizes that exceed the available resources

of the equipment.

Lastly, SimplePEP has the advantage of being able to assume that losses are not due to

congestion on the network. While this may seem unreasonable, many DVB-S systems

currently deployed use quality of service measures that split up the available bandwidth

on the link into channels, where each channel can guarantee a constant bitrate to the

services that run over top of it. It is this aspect of SimplePEP, and indeed other

performance enhancing proxies, that could prove problematic when introducing adaptive

error correction to the system. For the simulations performed in this thesis, it is assumed

that a fixed pipe of 1.5 Mbps has been allocated to SimplePEP traffic.

3.2 Simulation System Description

To study the effects of adaptive error correction, an implementation of SimplePEP that is

designed for operation in a DVB-S system is integrated into a DVB-S2-based network. A

high-level block diagram of the forward link traffic flow through the simulated DVB-S2

network is shown in Figure 3.3. As TCP segments are sent from the web server through

the server proxy they are encapsulated into SimplePEP packets and sent to the satellite

gateway. At the satellite gateway, packets are assembled into DVB-S2 physical frames

and error correcting bits are applied according to the current protection level. The

modulator then translates the frames into symbols based on the current modulation

scheme, and sends them over the satellite link, which is assumed to have a delay of 250

ms. At the receiving end, the reverse process is followed until TCP segments are

ultimately sent all the way through to the client host. During the transmission, channel

estimation information is sent continuously from the receiving satellite gateway over a

low bitrate return channel so that the protection level can be adjusted at the transmitting

gateway according to the prevailing channel conditions. Lastly, although not shown in

Figure 3.3, there also exists a return channel over which acknowledgments from the

SimplePEP client proxy ate sent. As mentioned earlier, this return link is assumed to be a
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high-bandwidth satellite link with enough capacity to handle all returning

acknowledgments without congestion occurring.

TCP Segmenls
10 Mbps

TCP Segm€nts
10 Mbps

DVB.S2
Frames

Figure 3.3 - Forward link traffic flow.

3.2.1 Error Model

Packet errors over the satellite link are simulated through the introduction of an error

model to the system. ln order to study the effects of adaptive effor corection, it is
necessary that the model vary the bit error rate over time.

While several models have been proposed and studied for satellite channels, the simplest

approximation of a time-varying channel is called the Gilbert-Elliot model. The Gilbert-

Elliot model simplifies a time-varying channel using a2-sfate Markov model [Vuce9l].

The link is therefore presumed to be in one of two distinct states at any given point in

time: the "good" state, or the "bad" state. The good state is one where the bit error rate is

fairly low, while the bad state is used to represent periods where the probability of errors

in the received data is higher, due to factors such as inclement weather. While each state

can be modeled using a variety of methods, the simplest way is to assign each state a

fixed bit-error probability. Transitions from the system's cuüent state to the other state

are evaluated at fixed time intervals, where the chance of leaving and entering the bad

state when the system is currently in the good state is given fixed probabllity p, while

transitions from the bad to the good states occur with probabllity q. The state diagram is

illustrated in Figure 3.4.
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p

Figure 3.4 - Gilbert-Elliot Error Model.

While this model has been used in various papers to simplify the modeling of a satellite

channel, it has been shown that in some cases an n-state Markov model is more suitable

[Swee99]. In this thesis, a three-state Markov model has been developed that allows for

the channel to vary between three distinct states. Rather than assigning each state a fixed

bit-error rate, the states will instead be defined by the received signal level seen at the

receiver. The model is not intended to accurately model a particular satellite environment,

but allows for sufficient study of the effects of changing protection levels on the

SimplePEP protocol.

For each state in the model, it is assumed that a DVB-S2 protection level exists that can

provide quasi-error free performance (defined in the DVB-S2 specification as having a

bit-error rate of 10-7). Therefore, in addition to a received signal level, each state also

represents a particular DVB-S2 protection level, and thus a fixed available user bitrate.

The model used here, with its associated transition probabilities, is shown in Figure 3.5.

The transition probabilities were chosen so that the channel spends the most time in the

good state, where the error rate is low and the available user bitrate is at its maximum.

The second, or middle state is considered a transition state, where the channel fades from

good to bad. As a result, the time spent in this state is considerably lower. When in the

intermediate state, equal probability is assigned to the channel transitioning either back to

the good state, or into the bad state.
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0.017

Figure 3.5 - Time Varying Channel Model.

The signal-to-noise in each state is separated by approximately 1 dB from adjacent states.

Based on literature stating that rain fades occur at no more than I dB per second

[RiVM04], transitions in the model are evaluated at one second intervals. Using the

associated probabilities, the average length of time in seconds that the system spends in

each state before leaving is shown in Equations3.I,3.2 and 3.3.

r = ( -J-l = ,, ., (3.r)Lgood -t1_L9g3 
)-Jo'a

r _( t \
Linte,mediate =[,_i_ 

)=tz.s 
(3.2)

Lu.¿ =(#t-) =oo (3'3)

In addition to the average length of time the model is in each state before a transition

occurs, the steady-state probabilities can also be calculated. To calculate this, Markov

model theory is used. A Markov model can be expressed using a transition matrix, where

each row represents a state in the model, and each column represents the probability that

the system transitions to each of the other states. The state transition matrix for the model

in this thesis is shown in Equation 3.4.
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The steady state of a Markov model gives the probability that the system is in a particular

state, independent of the previous state of the system. This relationship is shown in

Equation 3.5, where a7, a2, and a3 are the probabilities that the system is in the good,

intermediate and bad state respectively. When the system is in steady state, Equation 3.5

shows that the values of aI, a2, and a3 do not change, even after a transition has

occurred.

(ar,ar,a.r)= (ar,ar,ar)* P (3.5)

at + az l as :1 (3.6)

Expanding Equation 3.5 across the matrix gives us a system of three equations that, when

combined with Equation 3.6, can be solved to obtain the steady state probabilities.

a, = Prra, + Prrar l Prra, (3.7\

az = Ptzdt t Prra, + Prra, (3.8)

at = Ptzat * Prra, + Prra, (3.9)

Using the values for the state transitions in Figure 3.5, the steady state probabilities of

at=0.475, az=0.202, and as-0.323 are obtained. These values can also be thought of as

the percentage of time, on average, that the system is in each state. This is used later to

calculate the average throughput possible through the system.
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3,2.2 Adaptive Coding and Modulation

As discussedin2.4.2, DVB-S2 has the ability to use pilot symbols to measure the signal-

to-noise level at the receiving terminal. This information is then fed back to the sending

gateway, where the appropriate protection level is selected. Since measuring the SNR is

not possible in a network simulator, it is assumed that some accurate method of

measuring the signalto-noise ratio at the receiver exists. Further, the assumption is made

that changes in the received signal level can be detected fast enough so that the protection

level can be changed before bit errors occur. This means that when ACM is enabled in

the system, the actual packet error rate in each state of the error model will be 10-7, or

what the DVB-S2 specification calls quasi-error free.

As mentioned, for each state in the Markov model there exists a corresponding protection

level that protects the system from bit errors. The signal levels and the corresponding

coding and modulation rates for each state are selected from the DVB-S2 specification,

and are detailed below in Table 3.2. Using the spectral efficiency numbers taken directly

from the DVB-S2 specification [ETSIO5], the corresponding user bitrate for each state is

also calculated. For the system implemented in this thesis, it is assumed that the 1.5 Mbps

channel is guaranteed only when the system is in the good state. Thus, the available user

bitrate begins at the full rate of 1.5 Mbps and decreases from there according to the

spectral efficiency of each protection level.

Table 3.2 - Selected Protection Levels.

State E/NO
(dB)

Protection
Level

Spectral
Efficiency

Spectral
Efficiency
compared

to good
state

Available
User

Bitrate

good r0.2t 16-APSK 3/4 2.966728 I 1.50 Mbps

intermediate 9.35 8-PSK 5/6 2.478562 0.835 = 5/6 1.25 Mbps

bad 7.9t 8-PSK 3/4 2.228124 0.751= 3/4 1.125 Mbps
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One final bit of information can be derived using what is known of both the selected

protection levels and the error model. Since the probability of the system being in each

state has been calculated, and the available user bitrate in each state is known, the overall

steady-state user bitrate of the system can be calculated using Equation 3.10.

AverøgeBitrate = Bitrate goodat + Bitrate^rr^ediatea2 + Bitraternoa, (3.10)

Using the derived probabilities from the previous section, the steady state throughput of

the system, or the long-term average available user bitrate available to SimplePEP traffic,

is 1.33 Mbps.

3.3 ns-2 Simulator

The results in this thesis are obtained through simulation by making use of the ns-2

simulator. The ns-2 simulator is a discrete-time, event driven network simulator. Its open

source nature has made the simulator a popular choice for network research, and it is

constantly growing due to contributions from researchers. Numerous modules have been

developed for the simulator, implementing a variety of different networking protocols

such as TCP, routing protocols and wireless networks. The ns-2 simulator is used

extensively in many of the papers cited in this thesis. The simulator can be downloaded

freely and compiled for a variety of platforms [NS2Sim].

The simulator operates by using two separate programming technologies: C++ and

Object Tcl (OTcl). The first portion of ns-2 is written in the C++ programming language.

Since this code is optimized and compiled for the target platform, it can run very quickly.

As a result, it forms the core of the simulator, and is where packet and queuing operations

are calculated. New protocols that are added to the simulator are typically implemented in

C++. The second part of the simulator makes use of OTcl, a common scripting language.

Scripted programs are not compiled ahead of time, but are instead interpreted as they are

run. The ns-2 simulator takes advantage of this feature by using OTcl scripts as an

interface whereby the user can setup the various parameters of the simulation. Anything
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from the topology of the network to the operating parameters of the protocols used can be

configured using an OTcl script. When a simulation is performed, the ns-2 simulator will

read and interpret the OTcl script to generate the results.

Figure 3.6 - ns-2 simulator.

A typical simulation topology in ns-2 consists of endpoints, or nodes, that are connected

via links. A node could represent a host or router, while a link models the network path

between them. The bandwidth, propagation delay, queue size and error rate of a link can

be specified using OTcl commands. At each node, one or more agents are attached. An

agent typically represents a particular protocol or application that is being simulated. An

example network topology is shown in Figure 3.7 to illustrate this more clearly. When a

simulation is performed, detailed statistics such as dropped packets and average queue

sizes can be obtained using the built-in tracing and monitoring interfaces.

Host
Computer

ns-2 node
TCP-Sink agent

Router

ns-2 node

Figure 3.7 - Simple network topology in ns-2.

Web
Server
ns-2 node
TCP-Send Agent
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3.3.1 Implementation Considerations

The network topology simulated in this thesis is similar to the traffic flow diagram shown

in Figure 3.3. In order to simulate the SimplePEP protocol, a new ns-2 agent was created

in C++. The listing for this agent is included as Appendix 7.2. The source code for the

SimplePEP agent includes the time-varying error model described earlier. When the

simulation is run, the Markov error model is evaluated every second to simulate the

transitions into different channel states. As packets are sent over the link from the

SimplePEP server, they are passed to the error-model module where effor coffection is

added according to the cuÍent state ofthe channel. Packets are then sent through the link

that connects the SimplePEP server and client proxies. The link itself is given a 250 ms

one-way delay and assigned a bandwidth of 1.5 Mbps, according to the system

description outlined in section 3.1. Congestion at the satellite gateway (the ACM router)

is simulated using a simple Drop-Tail queue attached to the link at the server side of the

connection. In a Drop-Tail queue, the last packet added to the queue is dropped when the

buffer becomes full. Since the SimplePEP server will be set up with a constant output

bitrate of 1.5 Mbps to match the capacity of the channel, congestion will result when the

error conection added to outgoing packets decreases the available user bitrate according

toTable3.2.

The only portions of Figure 3.3 that are not physically included in the simulation are the

TCP client and server. The TCP implementation in ns-2 does not allow for dynamic

advertised receive window sizes, instead simplifying things by using a fixed receive

window that is specified once at run time. This means that the SimplePEP server cannot

stop traffic from flowing from the TCP server by setting rwnd to zerc in the case that its

buffers become full. This would result in congestion on the TCP connection, causing the

TCP server to employ its congestion control measures. As a result, rather than the TCP

server being included in the simulation, the SimplePEP server implementation assumes

that there is a constant flow of data available from the web server.
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Through bindings between the C++ code and OTcl scripts, SimplePEP allows for a

number of parameters to be configured before a simulation is run. These are summarized

below in Table 3.3.

Table 3.3 - Confîgurable SimplePEP Parameters

sendrate The rate at which the SimplePEP server should transmit packets over

the link. This is always set to 1.5 Mbps in this thesis. Rather than

sending packets out in short bursts, SimplePEP will attempt to space

packets as evenly as possible according to the desired sending rate.

blocksize The unit packet size without error correction. This is fixed at 1500 bytes

in this thesis.

packetlimit The number of packets to send before terminating the transmission. This

can also be thought of as the file size that is sent over the link.

windowsize The sending and receiving window size, in packets. This must be set to

the same value for both the server and client agent.
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4. PBnroniuANCE Evnr,u.tuoN rN n DVB-S2 NnrwoRK

This section describes each of the simulations run using the model previously described,

and provides analysis of the results obtained. As mentioned earlier, individual

simulations are configured and performed using OTcl scripts, a sample of which is

included in Appendix 7 .3.

Each simulation involves the transmission of a single 50,000-packet file across the link,

where each packet is 1500 bytes in length. To benchmark the results, the total time taken

to transfer the file is measured so that the throughput can be calculated. The throughput is

defined simpty as the total file size divided by the total transfer time. This calculation

omits retransmitted packets and overhead from error correcting bits, and represents the

actual performance of the connection as it relates to the transport of user data. Since the

error model changes from state to state randomly, the system will experience varying

conditions across simulations trials. To account for this, results obtained are actually the

average of multiple trials. In addition, a metric called the tansmission fficiency is used

to compare the results of various simulations. The transmission efficiency is simply the

resulting throughput divided by the actual available user bitrate during the length of the

transmission. In other words, the transmission efficiency indicates what percentage of the

available bitrate was actually used for user data, versus bandwidth that was either left idle

or used for retransmitting lost packets.

4.L Comparison of SimplePEP to TCP

Before SimplePEP can be evaluated in an adaptive error correction environment, its

performance must first be evaluated against that of TCP to ensure that it actually provides

improvement over TCP in a satellite network. Since SimplePEP is designed for use in a

DVB-S system where there is no adaptive error correction, the adaptive model described

in section 3.2.1 is not used in this benchmark test. lnstead, a simple uniform packet-error

model already built into the ns-2 simulator is used to simulate losses resulting from
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packet errors on the network. The average throughput of the two protocols is compared at

varying packet error rates and is evaluated using two different maximum window sizes.

The first window size used is 40 packets, corresponding to 64 KB of data, which is the

largest setting possible in TCP without using the window scaling option described in

section 2.2.l.The second window size used is 63 packets, allowing for full utilization of

the link according to Equation 2.1. The results obtained from transmitting a file across

the simulated satellite link at varying packet error rates are shown in Figure 4.1.

W=40 ---x---
Reno W=¿10 -.-r -

SimplePEP W=63 '--x---
TCP Reno W=63 "-'s .-

x.

.¡._.
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Packet Error Rate

Figure 4.1 - SimplePEP and TCP comparison.

From Figure 4.1, it can be seen that, when the bit error rate is low, SimplePEP and TCP

perform quite similarly. Although SimplePEP does not need to grow its window at the

start of the transmission as TCP does, the resulting performance gain is made

insignificant over the transmission of a long file. However, when the error rate begins to

grow, SimplePEP outperforms TCP considerably. For example, when comparing the two

protocols with a 63-packet window size, SimplePEP exhibits a throughput that is over 1.5

times that of TCP when the error rate of the channel is 10-3, and over 4 times that of TCP

when the error rate is 10-2. When the sender detects erïors, the TCP agent assumes that
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congestion has occurred and drops its rate of transmission. Conversely, although the

SimplePEP server proxy must also wait for packets to be retransmitted, it does not reduce

its window size and can instead resume sending at its pre-configured output bitrate. Once

the error rate begins to approach 1 in every 10 packets, SimplePEP is still capable of

providing some amount of throughput while TCP almost comes to a halt entirely.

4.1.1 Choosing the SimplePEP Window Size

It is interesting to note that SimplePEP appears to perform much better with a 63-packet

window size than it does when using only 40 packets. While this can be largely attributed

to the poor utilization of the channel as shown in Equation 2.1, it is worth further study to

see if an even larger window size can improve the performance of the protocol. The same

file is transmitted over the channel, as above. However, this time the performance using a

window size of 75, 150 and 200 packets is compared to the 63-packet window size. The

results are again compared at different packet error rates and are shown in Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.2 - Choosing SimplePEP \{indow Size.
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When the error rate is low, it is evident that window sizes above 63 do not provide any

performance advantage. However, as larger amounts of packet effors begin to occur, a

larger window size appears to improve the throughput of the protocol. This can be

explained by taking a close look at the ARQ protocol used by SimplePEP. When a packet

error occurs, the SimplePEP server must retransmit it and wait for an acknowledgement

before it can slide its transmission window forward. In the case that the window size is

small, the server could reach the end of its window before an acknowledgement for the

retransmitted packet arrives, forcing it to wait before it can continue to send packets. On

the other hand, larger window sizes allow the server to continue transmitting while it

waits for the acknowledgement, rather than sitting idle. For windows sizes of 150 and

200 packets, dropped packets have little to no effect on the throughput until the packet

error rate reaches 10-2. Based on this finding, a window size of 150 packets is used for the

remaining simulations.

4.2 SimplePEP and Adaptive Error Correction

The adaptive error correcting model described in3.2.2 is now introduced to the system to

study what effect, if any, the model has on the throughput of the SimplePEP protocol. As

discussed in section 3.2.2, the packet error rate in each state is fixed at 10-7, which

corresponds to the quasi-error free performance as specified in the DVB-S2 standard.

This means that almost all lost packets in the system will be a result of congestion at the

satellite gateway, and very few packets will be lost to bit errors. The same 50,000-packet

file is sent over the channel from the SimplePEP server proxy to the client proxy. Since

the adaptive effor correcting model has been enabled, packets sent through the system are

no longer only 1500 bytes in length. Rather, they are increased in size according to the

current protection level of the error model.

The results of ten simulations and their averages are shown in Table 4.1. To calculate the

transmission efficiency of each trial, the available user bitrate over the course of the

transmission is calculated. This is done by simply recording the percentage of time that

the system spends in each state during the length of the simulation, and multiplying it by
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the corresponding available user bitrate in that state according to Table 3.2. Note that the

observed values are similar to the theoretical value of 1.33 Mbps calculated earlier.

Table 4.1 - Efficiency of SimpIePEP with Adaptive FEC

As the results indicate, SimplePEP fails to take full advantage of the link capacity when

adaptive error correction is introduced. While the average efficiency of the 10 trials was

90Vo, some trials showed channel utilization as low as \tVo. To better understand what is

causing the lower utilization, a plot of the average instantaneous throughput of

SimplePEP versus time is shown in Figure 4.3. Also shown on the same graph is the user

bitrate that should be attainable according to the state of the channel at that point in time.

As Figure 4.3 shows, when the channel is in the good state, SimplePEP uses the channel

efficiently, sending at the configured value of 1.5 Mbps. However, once the available

bitrate of the channel drops due to the addition of parity bits in the poor channel states,

the performance of the protocol suffers greatly as congestion begins to occur at the

satellite gateway. Close inspection of the graph shows that during the bad state of the

channel, the average throughput of the protocol is on average only 0.85 Mbps, even

Time (s) Throughput (Mbps) Available User Bitrate (Mbps) Efficiency

1 485.42 t.24 1.34 0.92

2 468.r7 t.28 1.38 0.93

3 465.52 t.29 r.40 0.92

4 490.17 1.22 1.36 0.90

5 474.09 1.27 1.38 0.92

6 479.44 1.25 t.36 0.92

7 550.18 1.09 r.27 0.86

8 497.60 t.21 1.35 0.89

9 443.48 1.35 t.43 0.95

10 610.02 0.98 t.21 0.81

Avg. 496.41 t.22 1.35 0.90
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though the channel could, in theory, accommodate a constant transmission rate of 1.t25

Mbps.

Available User Bitrate ---x---
. Throughput. "'x"-

0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450

Time (s)

Figure 4.3 - SimptePEP with Adaptive FEC Throughput vs. Time.

4.3 Possible Improvements to the Protocol

4.3.1 Varying the Output Bitrate

The performance in each of the intermediate and bad channel states could be improved by

lowering the server's output bitrate to the point where congestion no longer occurs. For

example, if the server was configured to send data at 1.125 Mbps, it could maintain this

rate steadily throughout the transmission, regardless of the channel's curent state.

However, setting the bitrate of the server to a lower value means that channel utilization

will be poor when in the good state, since in theory the average available bitrate on the

link is 1.33 Mbps. For shorter transmissions, it may be desirable to take this approach,

particularly if the entire transmission were to take place during times of poor channel

conditions. However, if the long-term average utilization of the system is more important

than the short-term transmission rate, it may be possible to find an optimum output bitrate
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where lower utilization in good channel conditions is offset by reduced congestion in the

poor states. To study this, the throughput of the transmission is observed using a variety

of different output server bitrates, and the results are plotted in Figure 4.4.
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Figure 4.4 - Varying the Output Bitrate.

The plot shows that reducing the server's bitrate appears to provide no benefit to the

aveÍage channel utilization when transferring a large file. The increase in throughput

during the good channel states seems to more than make up for the decrease in efficiency

that occurs during the two noisy states. The only exception to this rule appears to be

when the output bitrate at the server is set 1.25 Mbps, which is the point where

congestion in the intermediate state no longer occurs. While this observation is true for

the model implemented here, it may not be so for a systems where the channel spends

more time in poor channel conditions.
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4.3.2 Satellite Gateway Queue Size

In addition to the output bitrate of the performance enhancing proxy, satellite operators

may have control over the queue size at the satellite gateway. In this case, the queues

referred to here are located in the packet buffers at the ACM router. As mentioned in

section 2.4.2, the ACM router buffers packets prior to the application of error correction

by the modulator. When the protection level changes, packets are emptied from these

queues at a rate that corresponds to the available user bitrate resulting from the selected

protection level. If the queues are emptied too slowly, congestion occurs and packets are

dropped from the back of the queue. In previous simulations, a default queue size of 10

SimplePEP packets was used. However, since only one full window of packets can be

outstanding at any given time, a queue size large enough to hold an entire window of

packets should be sufficient to prevent congestion. Unfortunately, this may not always be

possible if resources on the gateway equipment are limited. Benefits could result, though,

from an increased queue size that is somewhere between these two extremes. To study

this, the output bitrate of the SimplePEP server is fixed at 1.5 Mbps, and the transmission

efficiency, or channel utilization, is compared over a range of queue sizes.

¡------ -- -- - - - - -x

Queue Size (packets)

Figure 4.5 - Efficiency Versus Queue Size.
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Figure 4.5 shows a steady increase in efficiency as the queue size is increased. This can

be directly attributed to the fact that a larger queue will take longer to overflow during

periods of poor channel conditions, thus reducing the number of dropped packets

detected by the SimplePEP server. As expected, l00Vo efficiency occurs when the queue

size is set to 150 packets, or the server's sending window size. It is interesting to note

however, that l00%o efficiency also appears to be achieved at some value less than that.

It turns out that it is possible to calculate the ideal queue size to use so that congestion

does not occur. To study this, a number of variables are flrst defined. The average input

rate of packets entering the queue is the rate at which the server proxy is sending packets.

This will be called R¡n, which in this case is 1.5 Mbps, or 125 packets/second. The raÍe at

which packets exit the queue will be called Roul. Since the goal is to size the queue to

avoid dropped packets during worst-case channel conditions, Rout will be set to the rate at

which packets exit the queue in the bad channel state, which according to Table 3.2 is

1.125 Mbps, or 93.75 packets/second. Therefore, the rate at which the queue grows can

be determined using Equation 4.1. Using the numbers provided, the resulting rate at

which the queue fills up is 3I.25 packets per second.

Rqu"u" = &n - Rout Ø.L)

Assuming that no other delays are imposed on acknowledgments as they return from the

client proxy, the rate of ACKs returning to the server proxy should be equal to the rate

that packets are exiting the queue (Rou,). If the server proxy is forced to wait for an

acknowledgement to arrive before it can send the next data packet, new packets will be

clocked out at the same rate that ACKs are arriving, essentially adapting the transmission

rate to the output rate of the queue. Since the sending window effectively shrinks and

grows as packets leave the server and new acknowledgements arrive, the point in time

when the server is forced to wait will occur when the window size shrinks to zero.

At the start of transmission, the available window size, W, is 150 packets. For every

packet that is sent by the sender, W is reduced by one packet. Conversely, every arriving
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acknowledgement allows the available window size to increase by 1. Since data is

initially sent at 125 packets/second, it follows that the raÍe at which the window decreases

is equal to R¡n. Similarly, the rate at which the window is increased matches that of

arriving acknowledgments, or Rou¡. Using this information, a formula for the window size

as a function of time can be derived. This is shown in Equation 4.1, where RTT

corresponds to a single round-trip time, or the point at which the first acknowledgement

arrives from the receiver. As discussed, the RTT in the system in this thesis is 500 ms.

W(t) = 150 - Rin*t + Rsut*(t-RTT) (4.2)

Setting the window size in Equation 4.2 to 0, and plugging in the remaining values results

in Equation 4.3.

w(r) =0= 150 -r25*t+93.75x(t-0.5) (4.3)

Solving the equation, i[ is found that the transmission rate of the SimplePEP server

begins to be affected by arriving acknowledgments after 3.3 seconds. Given the rate at

which the queue is filled according to Equation 4.1, the number of packets that will be in

the queue after 3.3 seconds can be found.

Q(t) = Rqu.u" x ¡= (31.25)*(3.3) = 104 packets (4.4)

Rounding the obtained value to the nearest packet shows that a queue size of 104 packets

should eliminate congestion, even if the output bitrate of the server is set to its maximum

rate of 1.5 Mbps. In practice, simulation shows that the actual value is 105 packets. The

discrepancy can be attributed to rounding errors that occur when calculating the

transmission rate at the SimplePEP server.

As Figure 4.6 shows, when the channel bitrate changes due to additional error correcting

bits being added, a queue size of 105 packets allows the SimplePEP server to adapt its
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sending rate based on the rate of returning acknowledgements, resulting in no dropped

packets at the satellite router.

Note that while a window size of 150 packets is used here, this is actually not necessary if
the queue size is adjusted properly. As shown in Figure 4.2, when the packet error rate is

low, a large window size provides no performance improvement over a window size that

is tuned to simply take advantage of the long delay of the link. Therefore, if it is assumed

that no dropped packets occur due to congestion, the window size can be adjusted to 63

packets without a coffesponding drop in performance. Using Equation 4.2, lo07o

efficiency can then be achieved in the system with a queue size of only 17 packets.

*

;r

Available User Bitrate "'x"'
50 100 150 200 250 300 350

Time (s)

Figure 4.6 - Queue Size 105 Throughput vs. Time.

Although modifying the queue size is relatively straightforward, other factors may make

this method unfeasible. First, if there are thousands of clients sending traffic through the

satellite gateway, it would most likely not be possible to size each queue large enough to

guarantee that no packets are lost when peak traffic is offered as a result of the limited

available resources. Secondly, care must be taken when sizing queues to ensure that the
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queuing delay does not add to the loop delay seen by the adaptive effor correction

process. If packets are stored in queues on a per protection level basis, as is the case in

Figure 2.9, it is possible that in the time it takes a user packet to exit a queue, the channel

state may have changed so that the chosen protection is longer adequate, resulting in

packet errors at the client terminal.

4.3.3 Parallel TCP Flows

If it is not possible to modify the queue size, due to either limited resources on the

satellite gateway or simply because of the inability to modify the DVB-S2 equipment

parameters, there is another way to take advantage of the changes in bandwidth. As

discussed in section 2.1, TCP adapts to changing bandwidth conditions through its

congestion control algorithms. The option of introducing a secondary TCP flow to the

system running in parallel to the SimplePEP traffic is therefore proposed. The TCP flow

could be referred to as opportunistic. If extra bandwidth is available due to the channel

being in the good state, the extra TCP flow can take advantage by filling the vacancy.

Conversely, if the channel conditions are poor and SimplePEP is using up all available

resources, the transmission rate of the secondary connection can be reduced accordingly.

While SimplePEP traffic itself would need to be sent at a lower rate for the duration of

the transmission, the aggregate channel utilization between the two flows may provide

better efficiency than what SimplePEP alone could provide.

To simulate this scenario, SimplePEP is setup to transmit at an output bitrate of only

1.125 Mbps, corresponding to the available bitrate during the bad state. A TCP sender

and receiving pair are also added to the system to simulate the opportunistic flow. The

resulting throughput of the two flows and the aggregate throughput are shown in Figure

4.7.
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Figure 4.7 -TCP Opportunistic Throughput vs. Time.

The results show that while the TCP flow increases and decreases its bitrate according to

the state of the channel, the performance of SimplePEP seems to fluctuate as well. It

appears as though SimplePEP is still experiencing dropped packets as a result of

congestion, and is not able to transmit at a steady rate of 1.125 Mbps. Instead, it is

achieving an average throughput of less than 1 Mbps. This can be explained by the fact

that a simple Drop-tail queue is being used at the satellite gateway, where packets are

dropped with equal probability with no consideration given to the source of the traffic. As

TCP grows its window during slow-start and congestion avoidance, it eventually creates

congestion on the link, resulting in SimplePEP packets being dropped at the gateway.

Analysis shows that the idea of introducing a competing TCP flow actually reduced

overall transmission efficiency to 89Vo, below what was even achievable using only an

unmodified SimplePEP connection.

Increased performance could likely be achieved if the queue were configured to drop

TCP traffic with a higher probability than SimplePEP traffic. This would allow the

SimplePEP flow to achieve a constant 1.125 Mbps for the duration of the transmission,
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while only dropping the lower priority TCP segments if congestion occurred. To test this

theory a simple priority queuing scheme in ns-2 called PriQueue is used. The PriQueue

concept is similar in principle to a Drop-Tail queue, but with one major exception. If a

packet arrives on a flow that is considered higher priority, it is inserted at the front of the

queue. As a result, when the queue overflows, the lower priority traffic at the back of the

queue will be dropped first. Thus, SimplePEP traffic is labeled in the simulation as high

priority. The results of the simulations are compared to a lone SimplePEP connection,

and the Drop-Tail implementation, and are presented in Table 4.2.

Table 4,2 - SimplePEP with Opportunistic TCP Comparison.

As the numbers indicate, the priority queuing scheme produces the desired effect. In fact,

the combination of a single TCP flow and the lower rate SimplePEP traffic is able to

produce a transmission efficiency greater than 99Vo. To visualize this result, a plot of the

throughput of both connections, as well as the aggregate throughput, is shown in Figure

4.8. As the figure indicates, SimplePEP transmits at a constant bitrate of Ll25 Mbps for

the duration of the transfer, and only the lower priority TCP traffic is dropped at the

queue. The TCP throughput correctly adapts to the available user bitrate of the channel

when the system enters the different states of the error model.

SimplePEP

SimplePEP w/

TCP

SimplePEP w/ TCP and

PriQueue

Average Transfer Time 496.41s 600.56 s 533.22 s

SimplePEP Throughput L.22Mbps 1.00 Mbps 1.125 Mbps

ICP Throughput 0.22 Mbps 0.21 Mbps

Iotal Throughput 1.22 Mbps I.22Mbps 1.335 Mbps

A.vailable User Bitrate 1.35 Mbps 1.37 Mbps 1.35 Mbps

Efficiency 90Vo 89 Vo 99 Vo
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Figure 4.8 - TCP Opportunistic with Priority Queuing Throughput vs. Time.

4.3.4 Bandwidth Adaptation

The reason that TCP can take better advantage of the changing channel bandwidth is due

to the adaptation built into the protocol. It follows that better performance from

SimplePEP could also be obtained if it too adapted to decreases in available user bitrate.

Since SimplePEP is a custom protocol designed and configured specifically for a satellite

link, the bandwidth adaptation scheme could be implemented more intelligently than

TCP's. For example, since it is assumed that congestion due to competing traffic flows is

not an issue, reductions in bitrate of SimplePEP traffic need not be as aggressive as

TCP's congestion control.

A simple bandwidth adaptation scheme is introduced to the proxy that is based loosely on

the Packet-Pair algorithm [CaFMO4]. The Packet-Pair algorithm is a simple technique

used to measure the available bandwidth on a channel. Its main principle is as follows:

packets are sent in succession from the server as close together as possible. The

assumption is made that these packets are placed in the queue at the bottleneck one after
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the other. If this assumption holds for the returning acknowledgments, it follows that the

queuing delay on the network can be estimated by measuring the time difference between

arriving acknowledgments. The channel bandwidth can then be obtained by dividing the

packet size by the queuing delay. This concept is best illustrated in Figure 4.9. This

technique breaks down under a number of scenarios, such as when a packet takes

separate paths through routers on the network, but is an excellent candidate for a single

hop satellite link.

Bandwidth = (packet size) / t
Queue

Packels enter
queue as close

together as possible

Packets exit queue
as fast as the

channel dictates

Figure 4.9 - Packet Pair Algorithm.

To illustrate this point, a simple bandwidth estimation technique is added to SimplePEP.

As acknowledgments anive at the sender, the estimated channel bandwidth is calculated.

If the estimated bandwidth is lower than the current rate of transmission, the sender will

adjust its rate to the match. Since packets are sent out of the server proxy according to the

set output bitrate, and not in bursts as required by the Packet-Pair algorithm, an alternate

method to detect increases in available bandwidth is used. If the estimated bandwidth is

equal to the current output bitrate, the server proxy will probe for increases in available

user bitrate by increasing its sending rate by ten percent. This adjustment is done once for

every round trip time. If losses occur as a result of the new rate, the bitrate will be

reduced. However, if returning acknowledgments from the new set of packets indicate

that the channel bitrate has increased, this process will continue until the maximum rate is

found. To avoid congestion at the upper ceiling of the channel, the rate is never increased

beyond the pre-set output bitrate of 1.5 Mbps. While this procedure would be considered

too aggressive for a"fa:fi" networking protocol, the assumption is made that congestion is

self-induced, and does not affect other clients offering traffic through the satellite
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gateway. The same 50,000-packet file is again transmitted using the proposed bandwidth

estimation scheme, and the results are shown in Table 4.3. A plot of the system

throughput versus time is also shown in Figure 4.10.

Table 4.3 - SimplePEP versus Bandwidth Adaptive SimplePEP

It is clear from the illustration that the throughput of the transmission comes much closer

to the available channel bandwidth than was possible without bandwidth estimation. In

fact, even with the simple scheme proposed here, the overall transmission efficiency is

increased to 957o when using bandwidth estimation.
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Figure 4.10 - Bandwidth Estimation Throughput vs. Time.

SimplePEP SimplePEP w/ Bandwidth Adaptation

A,verage Transfer Time 496.41s 463.70 s

Average Throughput 1.22 Mbps 1.30 Mbps

Available User Bitrate 1.35 Mbps 1.37 Mbps

Effïciency 9OVo 95 7o
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4.3.5 DVB-S2 Aware Proxies

While a more intelligent bandwidth estimation scheme could be implemented, the most

desirable scenario may involve a performance enhancing proxy that knows exactly the

available user bitrate at any given time. If SimplePEP were able to communicate with the

satellite gateway, the gateway could send information about the current user protection

level, allowing SimplePEP to adjust its bitrate to match the available bitrate on the

channel. To illustrate this, feedback between the DVB-S2 gateway and SimplePEP is

introduced to the simulation. Whenever the protection level is changed, the SimplePEP

server is made aware so that it can adjust its output bitrate to match. As can be seen from

the results in Figure 4.11, channel utilization jumps to l00%o sincepackets are no longer

lost due to congestion. Although similar results were achieved by increasing the queue

size in the satellite gateway, larger buffer sizes may be required depending on the

protection levels offered by the system and the number of clients sending traffic through

the gateway. Conversely, the results obtained here using the feedback mechanism use a

queue size at the gateway of only 10 packets. Unfortunately, as with the bandwidth

estimation scheme, modifications to an operational PEP would be necessary.
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Figure 4.11- DVB Arvare Throughput vs. Time.
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5. CoNcr.usroNs AND Furunn Wonr

The motivation of this thesis was to investigate the effects of adaptive error correction on

systems using performance enhancing proxies. As a result of the ratification of the DVB-

52 standard, many network operators using performance enhancing proxies in fust

generation DVB-S systems may soon be faced with link performance issues if they

choose to employ existing proxy equipment in new, second generation networks.

Consistent with prior research in the field, it has been shown here that a properly

designed performance enhancing proxy can yield dramatic performance improvements

over satellite channels when compared to TCP, even if the TCP parameters are optimized

to take better advantage of the satellite link. Since the performance enhancing proxy in

this thesis (SimplePEP) was designed for a DVB-S system, it assumes that a fixed

bandwidth is available for the duration of the fTle transfer. However, when adaptive error

correction is introduced to the system, with the goal of providing improved packet-error

rates, the available bitrate to the performance enhancing proxy no longer remains

constant. This results in congestion at the satellite gateway as a result of a decrease in

available user bitrate when the channel conditions are poor. While channel utilization

remains high when the link conditions are good, bandwidth is wasted during poor channel

conditions, as SimplePEP is forced to retransmit packets that were lost to congestion. In

fact, SimplePEP was only able to utilize the link with an overall 90Vo efficiency over the

transmission of a large file.

SimplePEP can provide better long-term performance by sacrificing dropped packets in

poor channel conditions for a higher bitrate in good channel conditions. In other words,

the performance gains achieved by fully utilizing the link when the channel is good,

outweigh the effects of congestion when the channel is bad. Whether this applies to a

real-world application depends greatly on the characteristics of the link, such as the

percentage of time the channel spends in the good state. Using such a method is not

beneficial when transferring small files when the system is entirely in one of the high
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BER channel states, since the transmission efficiency in those states degrades

considerably.

It was also demonstrated that adjusting the queue size at the satellite gateway (ACM

router) can result in increased performance to the point where no packets are dropped at

all, allowing for full utilization of the channel. The optimum queue size can be calculated

based on the parameters of the link and the ARQ protocol used by the performance

enhancing proxy. However, the usability of this method depends largely on the

parameters of the system as a whole, since queue sizes cannot be set arbitrarily high when

a large number of clients are stressing the system. As well, large queuing delays could

increase the loop delay seen by the adaptive error correcting scheme. If a packet is

assigned to a protection level, and is subsequently forced to wait in the queue for a large

period of time, the state of the channel may have changed such that the selected

protection level is no longer sufficient to transmit the packet without enor.

If changes to queue sizes on the DVB-S2 equipment are not possible, better overall

transmission efficiency can be obtained by introducing a secondary TCP flow. Since a

TCP connection adapts its rate of transmission to the available user bitrate, it could be

used to carry lower priority traffic while the SimplePEP server could provide guaranteed,

higher quality of service traffic. However, this scheme only provides benefits when a

priority queuing scheme that favors SimplePEP packets over those transmitted by TCP is

introduced at the satellite gateway. If SimplePEP and TCP packets are dropped with

equal probability, the congestion that occurs as TCP attempts to increase its rate of

transmission during slow-start results in less than full utilization of the channel. The

concept of introducing a secondary TCP connection has the advantage over other

schemes in that the performance enhancing proxy can continue to operate without

modification.

If modifications to the performance enhancing proxy itself are possible, however,

bandwidth estimation could be an effective way to improve performance. Even a simple

scheme based on the packet-pair algorithm, as proposed in this thesis, is sufficient to
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provide SimplePEP with adequate channel estimates, thus increasing the overall

utilization of the channel from 9O7o to over 95Vo. The bandwidth estimation scheme used

was based on the assumption that SimplePEP could increase its rate of transmission

without affecting other traffic running though the satellite gateway.

It is also concluded that the ideal solution to improve channel utilization is to either

provide feedback to the performance enhancing proxy from the satellite gateway,

providing information about the available user bitrate, or to integrate the two systems into

a single network device. The knowledge of the exact available bitrate at any given time

results in few, if any, dropped packets, allowing the channel to be used to full capacity.

While the DVB-SZliterature notes that flow control between remote Internet servers and

the satellite gateway may not be feasible, due both to the number of network devices and

their respective distances from the gateway, the use of performance enhancing proxies

means that communication would only need to be provided between the gateway and a

single proxy. As a result, it is recommended that future systems provide tight integration

between the PEP equipment and DVB-S2 equipment when possible.

5.1 Contributions

The main contributions to the field as a result of the research conducted in this thesis are

outlined below:

Development of a simple connection splitting performance enhancing proxy in

C++ for the ns-2 network simulator. The proxy was shown to improve the

performance of TCP in satellite networks by up to 4 times. The source code for

the proxy is included in Appendix'1.2, and can be used for further study relating

to satellite networks.

Identification of the effects of adaptive error correction on performance enhancing

proxies. It was shown that the variation in bandwidth resulting from changing

protection levels causes less than optimal utilization of the channel. This runs

i)

ii)
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iiÐ

contrary to the goal of introducing adaptive error correction to the system in the

first place.

Proposal of several techniques to improve channel utilization, including

introducing bandwidth estimation to the performance enhancing proxy,

introducing secondary TCP flows to take advantage of available bandwidth, and

integrating a new proxy implementation with the satellite gateway.

5.2 Recommendations for Future Work

This section provides recommendations for future research based on the findings in this

thesis. These recommendations are itemized below:

White it was shown that a simple priority queuing scheme is sufficient when

introducing competing TCP traffic to the system, it may be desirable to

investigate other schemes when different quality of service requirements exist.

Queuing priorities based on the type of traffic, rather than just the source, could

be implemented. For example, different client traffic running through SimplePEP

could be given higher or lower priority, allowing individual connections to offer

different levels of service. Users transmitting real-time video or audio could be

favored over users performing simple file transfers. Alternate priority schemes at

the satellite router should be a future point of investigation.

The bandwidth estimation scheme proposed was very simple. It is expected that,

given the simplicity and known parameters of the link between a pair of proxies, a

more efficient algorithm could be devised that would provide more accurate

bandwidth estimations, resulting in closer to optimum transmission efficiency.

For example, in the system proposed in this thesis, using returning NAKs as an

indication of congestion may improve the estimated values.

Ð

ii)
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iiÐ Iintegration between a performance enhancing proxy and DVB-S2 equipment

would supply the ideal environment with respect to channel utilization. If this is

not possible, a standard mechanism by which DVB-S2 equipment can

communicate changes in coding rates to other network equipment could be

developed. Such a protocol should be studied to see if it has merit.

The effects of competing traffic are not studied here. It is conceivable that a

DVB-S2 gateway could be implemented in such a way that changes in protection

levels for other clients on the link affect the bitrate available to SimplePEP traffic.

Possible ways to account for occasional dropped packets due to temporary peaks

as the gateway switches protection levels should be studied. For example,

introducing erasure codes to SimplePEP traffic, allowing it to recover from minor

congestion, may be beneficial.

A reliable return link with no ACK congestion was assumed for the simulations

performed in this thesis. The effects of a lower bitrate return channel, where

returning acknowledgments may be lost, should be studied. For example, lost

acknowledgments may make bandwidth estimation more difficult.

iv)

v)
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7. AppnNorx

7.1 SimplePEP.h

// simplepep.h

// SimplePEP client and server agent for ns-2, header file'
// see simplepep.cc for more detaiÌed description of classes.

#ifndef _simplepep-h
#define _simplepep-h

#include 'ragent . hrr

#include "tclcl.h"
#include "packet.h"
#include "address.h"
#include "ip.h"
#include "timer-handler. hrl
#include "tcp.hI
#include "tcp-sink.h"

// maximum wi-ndow size
#define MAX-WINDOW-SIZE (200)

// SimpIePEP packet types
#define SIMPLEPEP-TYPE-DATA (0)
#define SIMPLEPEP-TYPE-ACK (1)
#define SIMPLEPEP-TYPE-NAK (2)

// SimpIePEP packet header definition
struct hdr-simplepep {

unsigned char packet-type; / / O:DATA, 1:ACK, 2:NAK
unsigned int seqno; / / sLart of receive window
unsÍgned int acked-seqno; / / acked/naked sequence number

unsigned char fec-level; / / ove-sz header, protection l-evef

unsigned int blocknumber; // erasure codes (packetlevel FEC)

unsignedint blocksize;
unsigned int fecredundancy;
bool- redundancy;

/ / packet header access functions
static int offset-;
inl-ine statj-c hdr-simplepep* access(const Packet* p) {

return (hdr-simplepep*) p->access (offset-) ;
)
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class SimplePEPAgent;
cl-ass DVBErrorModel- ;

/ / ns-Z timer definitions

// Sending tj-mer
cl-ass SimplePEPTimer : public TimerHandler {

public:
SimplePEPTimer(SimpIePEPAgent *a) : TimerHandlerO { a-: a; }

protected:
virtual void expire (Event*);
SimplePEPAgent* a_;

J;

// Retransmission timer
class SimplePEP-TXTj-mer : public TimerHandler {

public:
Sì-mpIePEP-TXTimer(SimpIePEPAgent *a) : TimerHandl-erO { a-: a; }

protected:
virtuaf void expire (Event*) ;
SimplePEPAgent* a_;

t.

/ / ttc adaptation timer
class SimpIePEP-FECTimer : public TimerHandler {

public:
SimpIePEP-FECTimer(SimplePEPAgent *a) : TimerHandlerO { a- = a; }

int level;
protected:

virtual- void expire (Event*) ;
SimplePEPAgent* a-i

/ / OVø Error Mode] Timer
class DvBErrorModelTimer : public TimerHandler {

public:
DVBErrorModelTimer(DVBErrorModel- *emodef) : TimerHandlerO { emodel-

= emodel; )

protected:
vírtual void expire (Event*);
DVBErrorModel- * emodel-;

/ / ove Error model-
#define MAX_STATES (3)
#define MAX_PROTECTTON (3)
class DvBErrorModel
{

friend class DVBErrorModelTimer;

publ ic :

DVBErrorModel- O ;
bool corrupt (int protection-l-evel) ;
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void init O;
void stop O ;
int currentsnrl-evel O ;

double state_time IMAX-STATES ] ;
double starttime;

protected:
DVBErrorMode l- Timer markovt imer ;
void update O;

protected:
j-nt currentstate;
int numstatesi
doubl-e state-per [MAX-STATES ] [MAX-PROTECTION] ;
doubl-e state-transition IMAX-STATES] [MAX-STATES ] ;

j;

// SimpIeeEP agent cl-ass
cl-ass SimplePEPAgent : public Agent {

public:
SimplePEPAgent O ;
int command(j-nt arqc, const char*const* argv);
void recv(Packet*, Handler*) ;

void timeout O ;
void sendpkt O ;
void send-data-packet (unsigned int sequence-number, unsigned int

blocknumber, bool- retransmit:fal-se, bool redundancy=¡¿1se) ;
void schedule-packet (unsígned int sequence-number) ;
booJ- is-packet-availabl-e (unsigned int *seqno, unsigned int

*blocknumber, bool *redundancy) ;
void send-ack-packet (unsigned int seqno, unsigned char ack-nak,

unsigned int acked_seqno/ bool redundancy);
void corruptPacket O ;
void setfec(int level) ;
void adapt (int l-evef ) ;
void results O;

protected:
void start O; / / sLarL sending at the desired rate
void startfixedO; // starL sending at the desired rate
void stop0; // stop sending
void reschedule_timeout ( ) ;
void reschedule-transmittimeout ( ) ;
void recal-ctxrate O i

DVBErrorModel errormodel; /,/ instance of a DVB error model-
double overheadt216l, // }:old overhead for each protection l-evel

Agent *Transmitter-; / / poinxer Lo server so client can report
/ / dnanges in FEC levefs

Simpi-ePEPTimer sendtimer;
S implePEP-TXTimer t ransmit-t imeout;
SimplePEP_FECTimer fec-timer;
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// ]NTERNAL VARIABLES AND COUNTERS

unsigned int rx_seqno;
unsigned int tx_seqno;

unsigned int tx_last;
unsigned int rx_next;

/ / ¡ext expected receive-seqno
/ / next seq_no to transmit

/ / Iast packet transmitted
/ / nexL packet we expect to receive

double last_packetsent; / / time last packet/ack sent/received
double last_ackreceived;
doubl-e last_acksent;

unsigned int tx-block-last; / / varíabl-es for erasure code bfocks
unsigned int rx_block_next;
unsigned int rx_blocknumber;

unsigned int blocksent;
unsigned ínt redcount;

double interval; / / inLerval to output packets
double lastincrease; / / time sendrate_ was last increased
double bandwidth_esti-mate; // current Bi{ estimate

/ / sLore information on current. packets in the window
double tx_timers IMAX_V{TNDOW_SIZE];
bool tx_window IMAX_WINDOW_S I ZE ] ;
bool tx_ackedIMAX_WINDOW_SrZE];
unsigned int t.x_bl-ocksize IMAX_bIINDOW_SIZE] ;
bool rx_wíndowIMAX_W]NDOW_SIZEI;
bool- rx_nak [MAX_I^IINDOW-SIZE] ;
int tx_blocknumber IMAX_b]INDOW_SIZEI ;
unsigned int rx-blockpacketcount IMAX_WINDOW-SIzE] ;

// STATISTICS (ACCESS VIA OTCL SCRTPTS)
unsigned int packetssent_;
unsigned int bytessent_;
unsigned int bytesfecsent_;
unsigned int bytespacketlevelfec_;
unsigned int bytesretransmitted_;
unsigned int packetsdropped_;
unsigned ínt packetsretransmitted_;
unsigned int packetserrors_;
double avail-able_bitrate_;

/ / STTVP VARTABLES (CHANGE VTA OTCL SCRTPTS)
int currentfecleve-l_; / / set starting protection level
int adapt-; // enabl-e ACM

int dvbaware-t // enabl-e DVB aware functions
int enableacks-; / / for debugging (do not disabÌe)
1nt errormodel_; / / enab:-e internal DVB error model
int tracedebug_; / / enabl-e debug tracing

int I{INDOW_SIZE_; /,/ window s j-ze (in packets )

double RTT-; / / one-way round trip time of the channel
double sendrate_, // the desired sending rate (Mb/s)
int blocksize_; // tne desired packet size (bytes)
int selectiveack-; / / selecLíve ACK (do not disable)



int usenak_;
int delayack_;
int bwadapt_;

// Nexs (do not disable)
/ / enab:--e del-ayed ACKs (not used)
// enable bandwidth adaptation

int packetl-eveJ-fec_; / / enable packet-Ievel erasure codes
int fecblocksize_; / / total block size (k)
int fecredundancy_; /,/ redundancy (n-k)

1nt packetJ-imit_; / / nuntber of pkts to send before stopping
I'

#endi f
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7.2 SimplePEP.cc

// simplepep.cc

// SimpleeEP client and server agient for ns-2.

#include "simplepep. h"
#includeItranvar.hI

#def ine min (a,b) ( ( (a)< (b) ) ? (a) : (b) )

#def ine max (a, b) ( ( (a) < (b) ) ? (b) : (a) )

I I ________
I I --------

/ / tc¡. Binding functions
I I _-______

I I -------

static cl-ass Simp1ePEPCIass : public TcIClass {
public:

SimplePEPClass O : Tcl-Class (r'Agent/SimplePEP'r) { }

TclObject* create(int, const char*const*) {

return (new SimplePEPAgent O );
Ì

protected:
] class-SimplePEP;

I I 
-___--_-/ I -------'

// Packet format for SimplePEP traffic (see "simpJ-epep.h")
I / 

--------/ I --'-----

int hdr_simplepep: :offset_;
static class SimplePEPHeaderClass : public PacketHeaderCl-ass {
public:

SimplePEPHeaderClass O : PacketHeaderCl-ass ( "PacketHeader/Simp1ePEP ",
sizeof (hdr_simpÌepep) ) {

bind_of fset ( ehdr_s implepep : : offset_) ;
Ì

) class_simplepephdr;

/ / --------I / --------

/ / DvetrrorModel- class:
// Markov error model and adaptive error correct.ion,
/ / Error probabì-lity in each state is based on the
/ / modulation and coding l-evel- of the encoded packets.
I I ___-_--_

I I --------

DVBErrorModel-: :DVBErrorModel- O : markovtimer (this)
{

inti:0;

/ / set initi-al state
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currentstate : 0;
numstates = MAX_STATES;

/ / sLaLe transition probabilities
state_transitíont0l t0l : 0.983;
state_transitiont0l t1l = 0.0L1;
state_transition lOl 12 I = 0.0;

state_transj-tiontll i0l : 0.04;
state_transitÍont1l i1) : 0.92;
state_transition Í]-l Lzl : 0.04;

state_transition l.2l l0I : 0.0;
state_transitíon Í21 LU : 0.025;
state_transition Í21 Í2 I = 0.975;

// state PER, 10^-7 in most cases
statejer t0l t0l : 0.0000001;
state_pertll t0l : 0.0000001;
sLate-per t2l t0l = 0.001;

state_pert0l t1l
state_pertll t1l
statejer t2l t 1l

state_per t0j t2l
state_pertll t2l
state_per l2l tzl

/ / keep track of
state_time [ 0 ]
state_time[1]
state_time [ 2 ]

doubl-e
int

0.0000001;
0.0000001-;
0.0000001;

0.0000001;
0.0000001;
0.0000001;

)

/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / // / / / /// / / / / / /// / /// / // //////
/ / ovssrrorModel : :corrupt
/ / Call-ed by the Corrupt packet (packet error rate based on
/ / correction level.

bool DVBErrorModeI : :corrupt (int protection_level-)
{

doubl-e u = Random::uniformO;
double p = state_perIcurrentstate] [protection-]-evell ;

if (u<:p) { return (false) ; }

return (true) i
/ / drop packet

)

/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /////// / / / ///// /// / /// //// /////// // /
/ / ovBËrrorModel-: :update
/ / Called every interval to determine state transitions

void DVBErrorModel: :update o
{

IengLh of time in each state for stats
0;
0;
0;

currenttime = Scheduler: :i-nstanceO .clockO ;
i : 0;
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double u : Random::uniformO;
double P : 0.0;

for (i=0; i<numstates;' i++)
{

p +: state_transitionIcurrentstate] [i] ;
if (u<:p) break;

i
st. at e_t ime I cu rrent stat.e ] +: ( cu rrentt ime- startt ime ) ;
starttime : currenttime;
if (currentstate!:i && i<numstat.es)
{

currentstate:i;
]
markovtimer. resched ( 1 . 0) ;

)

/////////// / /// //// / / / / / / / / / / // / / / / / / /// // //// / //// / ///
/ / ovetrrorModel: :init
// Start the timer to begin the error model- transit.ions

void DVBErrorModel-: : j-nit ( )

{

double currenttime : Schedul-er: :instanceO .clockO ;

starttime : currenttime;
markovtimer.resched(1.0), // seL timer for 1 second

)

//// ///// / / / / /// / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / // / ////// / /// / //// /
/ / ovønrrorModel: :stop
/ / Stops the error model

void DVBErrorModeI: : stop o
{

if (markovtimer. status ( )::TTMER_PENDING) markovtimer. cancel ( ) ;

/ / Iog the time in each st.ate to a f il-e f or anaJ-ysis
FILE *f = fopen (ttchannel--state.txt", "a*t');
fprintf (f, "20.2f 20.2f. %0.2f\n", state_time[0], state_time[1],

st.ate_time [2] ) ;
fclose (f) ;

i

/ / /////// ///////// / / / / / / / / / // / / / / / / / / // / / / / / / / /// / //// /
/ / ovøsrrorModel- : : currentsnrlevel
/ / Used to return the current state of the channel

int DVBErrorModel : : currentsnrlevel ( )

{

return current.state;
)

/ / __________

/ / OVetrrorModel-Timer class:
// Ca11s DvBErrorModel::update upon expiry to transition the model
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I I --'----

void DVBErrorModelTimer: :expire (Event *e)
{

emodel_->update ( ) ;
Ì

// SimplePEPTimer, SimplePEP-TXTimer, SimplePEP-FECTimer:
/ / Timer objects for SimplePEPAgent
I r ________

I /:------

/ / Send Timer, used to throttl-e output bitrate
void SimplePEPTimer: :expire (Event *e)
{

a_->sendpkt ( ) ;
)

// Retransmit timer for sent packets
void Simpl-ePEP_TXTimer: : expire (Event *e)
{

a_->timeout ( ) ;
Ì

/ / vnc timer, simulates delay in adapting to channel conditions
void SimplePEP_FECTimer: :expire (Event *e)
{

a_->setfec (l-evel-) ;
Ì

tt

// SimplePEPAgent:
/ / Transmitter/Receiver for a simpÌe TCP performance enhancing proxy
I r ________

I I --------

SimplePEPAgent:
sendtimer (this )

fec_timer (this )

{

:SimplePEPAgent O : Agent (PT_SIMPLEPEP),
, transmit_timeout (this) , Transmitter-(0) ,

/ / clear SimpIePEP
tx_bl-ock_last
rx_bl-ock_next
rx_blocknumber
blocksent
redcount
tx_seqno
rx_seqno
tx_last
rx_next
lastl¡acketsent
bandwidth_est imat e
last_ackre ceived
last_acksent
last increase

internal variables
:0;
:0;
:0;
=0;
:0;
:0;
=0;
:0;
:0;
=0;
:0.0;
:0.0t
:0.0;
=0;

/ / iniLialize externaf variables (can be changed by TCL scripts)
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sendrate_
bl ocks i ze_
enabl-eacks_
WINDO!Ù_S T ZE_
RTT-
packetlimit-
adapt_
dvbaware_
currentf eclevel-_
packetJ-evel-f ec_
fecblocks i ze_
fecredundancy_
tracedebug_
select iveack_
errormodel-_
usenak_
delayack_
bwadapt_

:1.0;
=100;
_l .

:10;
:0.05;

:t rue;
:faIse;
-4.

_q.

_1 .

=0,
=0,

/ / reseL stat'istics
packetssent_ :0;
bytessent_ =0;
bytesfecsent- =0;
bytespacketl-evelfec_ :0;
bytesretransmitted_ =0;
packetsdropped_ =0;
packet sret ransmitted_ :0 ;
packetserrors_ :0;
avail-ab1e bitrate_ :0.0;

for (int i:0; i<MAX_WINDOW-SIZE; i++)
tx-window Ii ] =fal-sei
tx_acked [i] :fal-se;
rx-windowlil :fal-se;
rx-nak [i ] =f al-se;
tx_timers [i] :0;
tx-blocknumber Ii] :O;
rx-blockpacketcount lil :0;

Ì

/ / set the default
overhead [ 0xFF ]
overhead [ 2 ]
overhead []- l
overhead [ 0 ]

FEC levefs
1.0; //
4.0/3.0; //
6.0/5.0;
1.0; //

fec disabled
most overhead

Ieast overhead

/ / bínd internal variables to
bind ( "sendrate_",
bind ( " fec_",
bind (rradapt_",
bind (rrdvbaware_rr,
bind ("bl-ocksize_",
bind ( "enableacks_",
bind ( (WINDOW_SIZE_" 

,
bind ( trRTT_tr,

bind ( "packetlimit_",
bind ( " selectiveack_",

TCL variabl-es
&sendrate_);
& current feclevel_) ;
&adapt_) ;
&dvbaware_) ;
&blocksize_);
&enableacks_);
&wrNDo!ú_s r zE-) ;
&RTT_) ;
epacketlimit_);
& select iveack_) ;
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bind ( "packetJ-evel-f ec-",
bind ( " fecblocks i-ze-",
bind ( " f ecredundancy-",
bind ( "tracedebug-",
bind ( "errormodel_",
bind ( "usenak-",
bind ( "delayack-",
bind ('tbwadapt_",
bind ( "Transmittêr_",

&packetl-evel-fec-) ;
& fecblocks i ze-) ;
& fecredundancy_) ;
&tracedebug_) t
&errormodel-) ;
&usenak_) ;
&defayack_) ;
ebwadapt_) ;
(Tcl-Object **) (&Transmitter-) ) ;

bind ( I'bytessent-", &bytessent-) i
bind("packetssent-", &packetssent-);
bind("bytesfecsent-"r &bytesfecsent-);
bind("bytesretransmitted-", &bytesretransmj-tted );
bind("packetsdropped-" ' &.packetsdropped-) ;
bind("packetsretransmÍttêd-", &packetsretransmitted-) ;
bind('tpacketserrors-" | &packetserrors-);
bind ( "last3acketsent ", &Iastjacketsent ) ;
bind("available-bitrate-", &avaíIable-bitrate-)i

)

/ / / / // // // / / / / / / ///// / / / // /// // / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / // //////
// Simp1eeEPAgent : :command
/ / TCL command ínterface for SimplePEP agent

int SimplePBPAgent: :command(int argc, const char*const* argv)
{

if (argc :: 2) {

/ / Sena a single packet
if (strcmp(argv[1], "sendr') ::0) {

sendpkt ( ) ;
return (TCL-OK);

Ì

/ / start sending packets
if (strcmp(argv[1], "starL") == 0) {

start O ;
return (TCL_OK);

)

/ / stop sending
if (strcmp(argv[1], "stop") == 0) {

stop O ;
return (TCL-OK);

)

/ / Prínt statistics
if (strcmp (argv[1], 'tprintresults") :: 0) {

resufts ( ) ;
return (TCL_OK);

Ì

)

// lt the command hasn't been processed by PingAgenLO::command,
// caII the command0 function for the base class
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return (Agent: :command(argc, argv) ) ;
Ì

// / //// / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / // / // /// /
// SimpJ-ePEPAgent : : start
/ / Start sending packets

void Simpl-ePEPAgent: : start ( )

{

recalctxrate ( ) ;
if (packetlevelfec-) {

packetlimit- -= (packetlimit- å fecbl-ocksize-l ;
Ì

printf ("Scheduling packet every %f seconds\r1", interval) ;
printf("Send rate: åf Mbps Block sj-ze: åd packets\n", sendrate-,

blocksize_);
printf ( "Acking is %s\n", enableacks-?"enabl-ed" : "disabled" ) ;
printf ( "Packet limit : %d\n", packetlimit-) ;
ffÌush (stdout) ;

reschedule-transmittimeout O; / / sLatt the send timer
if (errormodel-) errormodel.initO; // sLarL the error model

)

/ / / / // / // / / //// /// / // // / / //// // / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / // // / /
// SimpleeEPAgent: : start
/ / St.op sending packets

void SimplePEPAgent: : stop ( )

{

if (transmit-timeout. status O =:TIMER-PENDING)
transmit_timeout . cancel- ( ) ;

if (sendtimer. status ( ) :=TIMEn-PENDING)
sendtimer. cancel- O i

if (errormodel_) errormodel-. stop ( ) ;
results ( ) ;

)

/ / / / // / / / / ////////////// /////// / /// / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /
// simpteeEPAgent : : resul-ts
/ / Print results when simul-ation ends

void SimpfePEPAgent: : results ( )

{

print f ( " \nS IMULATION RESULTS \n " ) ;
printf ( t':::::=== =\n" ) i
printf ("Current time: åf\n", Scheduler::instance O .c1ock O );
prinLf("Total byLes sent: %d\n", bytessent- + bytesretransmitted- +

bytesfecsent_);
printf("TotaI data bytes sent: ?d\n", bytessent-);
printf('rTotal fec bytes sent: ?d\n", bytesfecsent-);
printf ('tTotaÌ retransmitted bytes : %d\¡tt, bytesretransmitted-) ;
printf("TotaÌ overhead bytes: ?d\n", bytesfecsent- +

bytes ret ransmitted_) ;
)
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//// / / / / // / / / / / // / // / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / // / /
// SimpleeEPAgent: : recalctxraLe
/ / Schedute the transmission timer based on the desired
/ / sending rate

void SimplePEPAgent: : recalctxrate ( )

{
interval: blocksize_ / (sendrate- * 1000000.0 / 8.0);

/ / ad)ust interval if we are "DVB avrare"
if (dvbaware-) { interval*= (overhead Icurrentfeclevel-] ) ; ]

reschedufe_transmittimeout ( ) ;
Ì

/ / / / ///// / / // / /// / / / // / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / //// /////// ///
// SimplePEPAgent: : setfec
// Calfed by FECTimer when timer expires.

vold SimpIePEPAgent: :setfec(int feclevel-)
i

if (feclevel- !=currentfeclevel-) {

current f eclevef -:f ecleve I ;
)

availabl-e-bltrate- = sendrate-/overhead I currentfec]-eve1-l ;
recal-ctxrate ( ) ;

Ì

/ / / / / / / //// / //// / //// // / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /// ///
// SimpJ-ePEPAgent : : adapt
// Schedule the limer to set the FEC l-eve1 to the new state.

void SimplePEPAgent: : adapt (int feclevel)
{

if (fec_timer. status O ! =TIMER-PENDING)
{

fec_timer.Ievel- : feclevef;
fec-timer.resched(0.1); // 1'00 ms delay on out of band channel

)

)

/ ///// / / // / / // / // /// / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / ////////// / ///
// Simp1ePEPAgent : : reschedul-e-timeout
/ / Reschedules the retransmission timer based on the oldest
/ / sent packet.

void SimplePEPAgent: : reschedule-Limeout ( )

{
int i, ptr;
doub]e currenttime : Scheduler: :instanceO .cÌockO ;
double minti-me = currenttime;
bool- outstanding : false;

for (i:0; i<WINDOW-SIZE-; 1++)
{

pt r= (tx_last+i ) %WINDOW-S IZE-;
if (tx-windowlptrl && (selectiveack-=:0 I I !tx-ackedtptrl))
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outstanding = true;
if (tx-timers Iptr] <mintime) mintime:tx-timers lptr] ;

Ì
)

if (outstanding)
{

doubl-e timeoutval-ue = (RTT_*2.0) - (currentLime-mintime) ;
rf (timeoutvalue<0.0) timeoutval-ue=0;
transmit-Limeout . resched (timeoutvalue) ;

)

)

/ /// ///// / / ///////// / / / /// / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / ///
// SimpteeEPAgent: : reschedufe-transmitt.imeout ( )

/ / Reschedul-e the transmit t.imeout to send a packet.
// at the appropriate output bitrate.

void SimplePEPAgent: : reschedule-transmittimeout ( )

{
double currenttim Schedul-er: : instance O . clock O ;
doubl-e nextpackettime = (l-ast-packetsent + interval);
double nexttime = 0;

if (nextpackettíme>currenttime)
{

nexttime : (nextpackettime-currenttime) ;
]
if (nexttime<0.0) nexttime=O;
sendtimer.resched(nexttime) ¡ // reschedul-e next send event

)

/ / //// //// / //// / / / / ///// / // // / // / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /
// SimpleeEPAgent: :timeout o

// Cal-l-ed when the retransmissj-on timer expires. Re-sends
/ / a packet immediately if its timer has expired.

void Simp]ePEPAgent : :timeout ( )

i
int i, ptr;
double currenttime = Scheduler: :instanceO .clockO ;

// Re-send a packet if it has tÍmed out
for (i:0; i<WINDOW-SIZE-; i++)
{

pt r= (tx_last+i ) %WINDOW-S IZE_¡
if (tx-windowlptrl && (selectiveack-==0 | I !tx-ackedlptrl) &6

(currenttime-tx-timers Iptr] ) >=RTT-*1. 99) {

tx-timers Iptr 1 
:.nttenttime ;

send-datal¡acket (tx-seqno+j-, tx-blocknumber Iptr] ' true) ;
Ì

Ì
reschedul-e_timeout ( ) ;

Ì
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/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / //// / / / / / / / / // / //// / / / /
// SimpleeEPAgent: : send_data-packet o

// Sends a DATA packet with the desired sequence number.
/ / Reschedul-es the retransmit and send ti-mers.

void SimplePEPAgent : : send_data_packet (unsigned int sequence-number,
unsigned int blocknumber, bool- retransmit, bool redundancy)
{

Packet* pkt : allocpkt O;
hdr_simpJ-epep* pephdr=hdr_simplepep : : access (pkt ) ;

pephdr->seqno : sequence_number;
pephdr->packet_type : SIMPLEPEP-TYPE-DATA;
pephdr->fec_l-evel- = currentfecl-evel_;
pephdr->blocknumber : blocknumber;
pephdr->redundancy : redundancy;
pephdr->bl-ocksj-ze = fecblocksize_;
pephdr->fecredundancy : fecredundancy_;

/ / add overhead based on current proLection 1evel
hdr_cmn : : access (pkt) ->size ( )

(int) (bl-ocksize_* (overhead Icurrentfec]-eve1_l ) ) i

/ / update statistics
if (!retransmit e& !redundancy)
{

Packet ssent-++;
byte s sent_+:b1 ocks ize-;

)

else if (redundancy)
{

byt e spa cket I eve I f ec_+:bl- ock s i z e_;
)
else
{

packet s ret ransmitted-++;
byt es ret ransmitted_+=bÌocks i z e_;

Ì
bytesfecsent_ *: hdr_cmn: :access (pkt) ->size O - blocksize-;

/ / ouLput stats to tracefile if enabled
if (tracedebug_) {

FILE* f : f open ("trace . out r', "a1" ) i
fprintf (f, "%f\tsend\tZd\tåd\t%s\t%s\t%d\tåf\n",

Scheduler: :insLanceO .clockO, sequence_number, blocknumber,
redundancy?"redtt:tt-tt, retransmit?ttrtx":tt-", hdr-cmn: :access (pkt)-
sizeO, Scheduler: :instanceO .clockO-last_packetsent) i

fclose (f) ;
)

send (pkt , 0) , / / send one packet

last_packetsent : Scheduler: :instance O .cIock O ;

reschedule-timeout O; / / reschedule the send timeouts
reschedule_transmittimeout O; // reschedule the send timer
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)

// / / /// / / /// / / // / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /// / / / /// / /// / / / / / / /
// SimplePEPAgent: : schedufe-packet ( )

// Schedules the sending of the packet to send.
// CurrentJ-y not used in favor of the send timer.

void SimpJ-ePEPAgent : : schedule-packet (unsigned int sequence-number)
{

)

/ /// / ///// / /// / / // / / / / / / / / / / / / / / // / / / / / / / / / / / /////// /
// SimplePEPAgent: : is-packet-available o

/ / Checks to see if we have room in the window to send
/ / another packet, returning seqno of next one to send.

bool SimplePBPAgent: :is-packet-available(unsigned int *seqno, unsigned
int *blocknumber, bool *redundancy)
i

int ptr;
int í;

/ / dneck to see if we can move to next bl-ock for packet-level FEC

// NOTE: packet level- FEC is currentJ-y not used in simulations
if (packetlevel-f ec-)
{

if (blocksent=:fecbl-ocksize-)
{

if (redcount<fecredundancy-)
{

* s eqno=redcount*+;
*bl- o cknumbe r=t. x-b I o ck-I as t ;
* redundancY=t rue i
return (true);

)

bl-ocksent:0;
tx-b1 ock-1 ast ++;
redcount:0;

)

)

/ / al-:.ocate and initialize a new packet to send
for (i:0; i<WINDOW-SIZE-; i++)
{

ptr: (tx_Iast+i ) SWINDOW_SIZE-;
if ( !tx_window Iptr] ) {

tx-window IPtr]:true;
tx-acked IPt r ] =f ai- se ;
tx_bl-ocknumber I pt r ] :tx-block-last ;
tx-timers Iptrl =5.¡.du1er: : instance O . clock O ;
*seqno:t x-seqno+i;
*b l- o cknumbe r:tx_b 1 ock_l ast ;
*redundancY=falsei
blocksent++;
return (t.rue) ;
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]
Ì
return (fal-se) ;

)

/// / / //// // //// / /// / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /
,/,/ SimplePEPAgent : : sendpkt ( )

// Cal-ted when the send timer expires. Sends a single packet'
/ / if availabJ-e, and reschedules the send Limer.

void Simpl-ePEPAgent: : sendpkt ( )

{
bool packet-available : false;
unsigned int sequence-number = 0;
unsigned int blocknumber = 0;
bool redundancy : false;

if (packetlimit-!:0 && packetssent->:packetlimit-)
{

for (int i:0; i<WINDOV'I-SIZE-; i++)
{

if (tx-windowlil) reLurn; // exiL if there are unacked packets
)
stop O ; / / stop transmisson when packet limit has been reached
return;

)

if (is3acket_avail-abl-e (&sequence_number. &blocknumber, &redundancy) )

{
packet_availabl-e : truei

)
if (packet_available) {

send-data-packet (sequence-number. blocknumber, false, redundancy) ;
)

)

/ / //// / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / // / / // / / // / / // / / / / //
// SimpleeEPAgent : : SendACK ( )

/ / Send a simplepep ACK or NAK packet to the transmitter

void SimplePEPAgent: :send-ack-packet (unsigned int seqno, unsigned char
ack-nak, unsigned int acked-seqno, bool- redundancy)
{

Packet* pkt : aflocpkt O ;
hdr_simplepep* pephdr=hdr-simpÌepep : : access (pkt) ;
hdr-cmn: :access (pkt)->sizeO : 10;

pephdr-> seqno:seqno;
pephdr-> acked-seqno=acked-seqno ;
pephdr->packet-t ype:ack-nak ;
pephdr-> redundancy:redundancy ;

send(pkt, 0); // send one packet
Ì
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// / / / / / / / / / / // / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /// / // / // /
,/,/ SimpleeEPAgent: : recv o

/ / Overrides Agent: : recv ( )

/ / Called when the SimpIePEPAgent recej-ves a packet

void SimplePEPAgent: :recv(Packet* pkt, Handler*)
{

hdr_simplepep* pephdr:hdr-simplepep : : access (pkt ) ;
doubl-e currenttime : Scheduler: :instanceO .clockO ;
int ptr;
unsigned int i;
int fec_level;
int currentbfockcount=0;
int ackcount=O;
unsigned int block-start-seqno;
unsigned lnt block-packet-count;

switch(pephdr->packet-type) {

/ / Hand1e reception of a data packet (receiver)
casE STMPLEPEP_TYPE-DATA :

if (Transmitter_ && errormodeL-)
{

SimplePEPAgent* txagent = (SimplePEPAgent*) Transmitter-;
f ec_level-: (int ) pephdr->f ec_l-evel;

/ / Adapl to changing channel conditj-ons
if (adapt_)
{

txagent->adapt (txagent->errormodel . currentsnrlevel ( ) ) ;
)

/ / orop packet based on error correction and current SNR

if ( !txagent-)errormodel. corrupt (fec-l-evel-) )

{

packet serrors-++;
Packet: : free (pkt) ;
return;

Ì
)

if ( !pephdr->redundancy)
{

if (pephdr->seqno<rx_seqno) {

/ / send periodic ACK if we are using delayed ACK

// NOTE: we do not use this in our simufatÍons
if (delayack- | | (currenttime-last-acksent)>0.1) {

send-ack-packet (rx-seqno, SIMPLEPEP-TYPE-ACK, pephdr-
>seqno, pephdr->redundancy) ;

-l- a st-acks ent :cu rrent t ime ;
)

Packet: : free (pkt) ;
returni
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Ì

if (pephdr->seqno-rx-seqno >: IiùINDOW-SIZE-) {

printf (tTERROR: Received packet outside al-lowab1e window.\n") i
Packet: : free (pkt) ;

return;
)

pt r: ( rx_next+ (pephdr-)seqno-rx-seqno ) ) åWINDOW-S I ZE-;
rx_window[ptr] : true;

Ì

/ / Hand:-e erasure codes
// NOTE: packetlevel FEC not used in t.his simul-ation
if (packetl-evelfec_)
{

block-start-seqno : rx-seqno + (pephdr->blocknumber-
rx_blocknumbe r ) * f ecbl-ocks i ze-;

bJ-ock_packet_count : 0;

if (pephdr->bfocknumber < rx-blocknumber)
{ Packet: : free (pkt) ; return; }

if (pephdr->bfocknumber-rx-blocknumber >: MAX-WINDO!Ù-SIZE)
{

prÍntf (t'ERRoR: Received bl-ock outside al-l-owable window.\n");
Packet: : free (pkt) ;
return;

Ì
if (block-start-seqno-rx-seqno >: WINDOini-SIZE-)
{

printf (I'ERROR: This block number is inva]id.\n");
Packet: : free (pkt) ;

return;
)

ptr : (rx_block_next+ (pephdr->blocknumber-
rx_blocknumbe r ) ) %MAX_WINDO!Í-S I ZE ;

if (pephdr->redundancy) rx-blockpacketcount Iptr] ++;
bJ-ock_packet_count : rx-bl-ockpacketcount Iptr] ;

/ / see if we have enough packets to reconstruct the bl-ock
for (i:block-start-seqno; i< (rx-seqno+WINDOW-SIZE-) ; i++)
{

ptr: (rx_next+ (i-rx-seqno) ) %WINDOW-SIZE-;
if (rx-window Iptr] ) block-packet-count++;

)

/ / mark whol-e block as received
i f (b1 ock-packet_count >=fecbl ocks i ze-)
{

for (i=btock-start-seqno; i<(rx-seqno*fecblocksize-) ; i++)
{

ptr= (rx_next+ (i-rx_seqno) ) 2'WINDOW-SIZE-;
rx_window Iptr] =true;

)
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)

/ / ndvance receive window for al1 in-order packets.
/ / wlLen using erasure codes, cannot advance untif whole
/ / block has been recei-eved.
i:0;
while (rx_wj-ndow [ (rx-next+i) %WINDOW-S]ZE-l ee i<hIINDOW-STZE-) {

if (packetl-evelfec_)
{

cu rrentbl ockcount ++;
i f ( currentbl ockcount==fecbI ocks i ze_)
i

ackcount +:f ecblock s ize_,
currentblockcount= 0;
rx-blocknumber++;
rx_blockpacket count I rx_b]-ock-next I =0 ;
rx_b I o ck_n e xt : ( rx_b l- o c k_n ext + l- ) åMAX_!'] I ND OI^I_S I Z E ;

)

ì else {

ackcount++;
)

i++;
Ì

for (i=0; i<ackcount; i++)
{

pt r: ( rx-seqno+i ) ?VüINDOW-S ïZE-;
rx-window I Pt r ] =f aI se ;
rx-nak IPtr]:fal-se;

Ì
rx_seqno+:ackcount i
rx_next= ( rx_next +ackcount ) %WINDOW_SIZE_;

/ / send acknowfedgement
if ( !delayack_ I | (currenttime-Iast-acksent) >0.1) {

send-ack-packet (rx-seqno, SIMPLEPEP-TYPE-ACK/ pephdr->seqno,
pephdr->redundancy) ;

l-ast_acksent=currentt ime ;
)

/ / send NAK for all non-received packets from start of window to
/ / current received packet. NAK is sent once for each packet.
if (usenak_)
{

for (i=rx_seqno; i<pephdr->seqno; i++) {

ptr: (rx-next+ (i-rx_seqno) ) åWINDOW-SIZE-;
if ( ! rx_nak Ipt'r] && ! rx_wlndow Iptr] ) {

send-ack-packet (rx-seqno, SIMPLEPEP-TYPE-NAK, i' pephdr-
>redundancy) ;

rx-nak IPtr] =true;
)

)

)
break;

// Handle reception of an ACK or NAK packet (transmitter)
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CASC SIMPLEPEP_TYPE_NAK :

case S IMPLEPEP_TYPE-ACK :

/ / seLectíve ack the packet
if (pephdr->packeL-type:=SIMPLEPEP-TYPE-ACK &e !pephdr->redundancy)
{

ptr : pephdr->acked_seqno-tx_seqno;
if (ptr>0 && ptr<:WINDOVù-SIZE-) {

i: (tx_last +ptr ) %WINDOW_S I ZE-;
if (tx-windowlil ) tx-ackedIi]:true;

Ì
)

/ / it this ís a new ACK, slide window forward to seqno+1
ptr : pephdr->seqno-tx_seqno;
if (ptr>O && pt.r<=WINDOW-SIZE-) {

for (i=0; i<ptr; i++) {

tx-window [ ( tx-last +i ) åhiINDOW-S ] ZE-l :f al- se ;
tx-acked[ (tx-last+i) åWINDOW-SIZE-] =falsei

)

/ / advance transmit window
tx_last = (tx_last+ptr)%WINDOW-SIZE-;
tx_seqno : pephdr->seqno;

)

/ / re-send the packet immediately if NAK'ed
if (pephdr->packet-type::SIMPLEPEP-TYPE-NAK) {

ptr = (tx-f ast+ (pephdr->acked-seqno-tx-seqno) ) %v\ilNDOW-SIZE-;
send-data-packet (pephdr->acked-seqno, tx-blocknumber Iptr], true) ;

)

/ / CaIcu]ate bandwidth estimate
if (bwadapt_ cc pephdr->packet-t.ype::SIMPLEPEP-TYPE-ACK e&

Iast_ackreceived> 0 . l- )
{

bandwidth-est.imate : 0. 9*bandwidth-estimate +

0 . 1 *blocksi ze_* B . 0 / ( currenttime-f ast-ackreceived) / 1 0 0 00 0 0 ;
Iast-ackreceived = currenttime;

if (bandwidth-estimate < (sendrate-*0.95)) {

sendrate- : bandwidth-estimate;
lastincrease=0;

)

el-se if (bandwidth-estimate ¡:(5sndrate-/0.95) ) {

sendrate- : min (1.50, bandwidt.h-estimate) ;
f ast increase:currentt ime ;

]
el-se if ( (currenttime-lastincrease) >=1.5 && bandwidth-estimaLe

{

sendrate- : mln (1.50, sendrate-/0.95) ;
Iast increase:0;

)

recalctxrat.e O ;
)
if (pephdr->packet-type::SIMPLEPEP-TYPE-ACK)
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fast-ack rece ived:currentt ime;

if (tracedebug-)
{

FILE* f : fopen ("trace.out", "a*");
fprintf (f, "%f\tack\t?d\t?;d\t%d\t%d\n",

Scheduler: : instance O .clock O, pephdr->seqno' pephdr->acked-seqno,
tx_Iast, tx_seqno);

f cl-ose (f ) ;
]

reschedule-timeout ( ) ;
reschedule-transmittimeout ( ) ;

break;
)

Packet: : free (pkt) ;
return;
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7.3 SimplePEP OTcl Sample ScriPt

#
# simplepep-scriPt. tcJ-
I
#

###################################################+#
# Simulat,ion variables
# Change these to modify the simulation parameters
x
1f

# Error rate for PER model used for TCP comparisons. Usually disabfed.
set errorrate 0.0

# Output bitrate of the SimpIePEP server in Mb/s
set sendrate 1.5

# Enable,/disabl-e DVB ar^rare functionality
set dvbaware 0

# Enable,/disable Packet-level- FEC. Disabl-ed in thls paper.
set packetlevel-fec 0

set fecredundancy 1

set fecblocksize 5

# Window size in Packets
set windowsize 63

# Queue size of server gateway, in packets
set queuesize 11

# Packet size of SimpIePEP packets without FEC

set bl-ocksize 1500

# One-way round trip time (multiplied by 2 inside simplepep-cc)
set roundtrip 0.5

# Current FEC proLectj-on level- (0, 7t or 2)
set fec 2

# Number of packets to send before quitting (file size)
set packetlimit 50000

# Enabte,idisabl-e selective ACKs. AJ-ways enable.
set selectiveack 1

# Enable,/disabl-e internal error mode1. Disable when running TCP

comparison test.
seL errormodel 1

# Enable adaptive error correction. Always enable.
set adapt 1

# Enable,/Disable bandwidth adaptation.
set bwadapt 1
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# Output fil-e for tracing
set resultsfile results.txt

# Enable,/disabl-e NAKs (al-ways enable)
set usenak 1

############+########################################
# Finish procedure. Cal-l-ed to log results when the simul-ation ends.
#
proc finish {} t

global ns errorrate bytessent p0 resultsfile sendrate

# calcufate average bitrate and total sent bytes
set totaltime [expr [$p0 set lastSacketsent] - 0.11
set bitrate [expr [expr [$p0 set bytessent-] * I / 10000001 / [expr
($totaltime) I l
set totalbytessent Iexpr [$p0 set bytessent-] + [$p0 set

bytesfecsent-l + [$p0 set bytesretransmitted-] l

# output bitrate to consofe
puts "bitrate at server: $bitrate"

# save stats to results file
set rf Iopen $resu]-tsfile al
puts $rf "$sendrate $bitrate $total-time [$p0 set bytessent-] [$p0 set

bytesfecsent-l [$p0 set bytesretransmitted-l $totalbytessent'r
cfose $rf

# exit the simulation
exit. 0

)

#####################################################
# Statistics reporting procedure.
# Called every 2 seconds to 1og running stats.
+
proc reportstat.istics {} {

global ns p0 p1 oldbytes ol-dfec bitrate fecbitrate oldretx
retxbitrate packetlimit availabl-ebitrate

set interval 2.0
set lambda 0.6

# obtaín current time
set now [$ns now]

# open output fil-es
set statsfile Iopen simplepepstats-bitrate.txt a+]
set fecstatsfile Iopen simpl-epepstat.s-fecbitrate.txt a+]
set retxstatsfil-e Iopen simplepepstaLs-retxbitrate.txt a+]
set availablestatsfile Iopen simplepepstats-availablebitrate.txt a+]
set totalstatsfile Iopen simplepepstats-totalbitrate.txt a+]

# get current stats from SimplePEP server
set bytessent [$p0 set bytessent-]
set packetssent [$p0 set packetssent-]
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set bi-trate 0

set fecbitrate 0

set retxbítrate 0

# Seed the internal random number generator
91oba1 defaultRNG
$defaultRNG seed 0

# Create the server proxy node
set n0 [$ns node]

# Create the client proxy node
set n2 [$ns node]

# Connect the nodes with simplex l-inks
$ns simplex-tink $n0 $n2 1.50Mb 25Oms DropTail
$ns simplex-lÍnk $n2 $n0 1.50Mb 250ms DropTail

# Create the PER error model
seL loss-module Inew ErrorModel]
$1oss-modul-e set rate- $errorrate
$loss_module unit pkt
$foss-module ranvar Inew RandomVariab]-elUniforml
$1oss_module drop-target Inew Agent/NuI1]

# Attach the PER model to the l-ink from server to client proxy
$ns lossmodel $loss-module $n0 $n2

# Create SimplePEP agents and attach to server and client nodes
set p0 [new Agent,/SimplePEP]
$ns attach-agent $n0 $p0

set p1 [new Agent/SimpleeEP]
$ns attach-agent $n2 $p1

# Connect the two agents
$ns connect $p0 $p1

# Set the queue size at the server gateway
$ns queue-1imit $n0 $n2 $queuesize

# Setup the SimpIePEP server
$p0 set blocksize- $blocksize
$p0 set sendrate- $sendrate
$p0 set WINDOW-SIZE- $windowsize
$p0 set RTT- $roundtrip
$p0 set fec- $fec
$p0 set packetlimit- $packetl-imit
$p0 set selectiveack- $selectiveack
$p0 set dvbaware- $dvbaware
9p0 set packetleveffec- $packetlevelfec
$p0 set fecredundancy- $fecredundancy
$p0 set fecblocksize- $fecbl-ocksize
$p0 set errormodel- $errormodel
$p0 set bwadapt- $bwadaPt
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7.4 Adding SimplePEP to ns-2

This section will describe the steps necessily to add the SimplePEP agent to a build of

the ns-2 simulator so that the results obtained in this thesis can be reproduced. The steps

below assume that a working installation of ns-2 exists on the target system. Instructions

for obtaining and building the source code can be obtained from the ns-2 website

[NS2Sim].

i) Add the SimplePEP packet type to the simulator by modifying the file

"commor/packet.h" in the ns-2 source tree and adding pr_srMpl,npnp to the

packet type enumeration.

enum packet_t {

PT_TCP,
PT_UDP,

// insert new packet types here
PT_SÏMPLEPEP,
PT-NTYPE / / lh.is MUST be the LAST one

ì-It

iÐ Add the SimplePEP packet name ("SimplePEP") to the p-inro structure in

the same file.

class p_info {

public:
p_info O {

name-IPT-TCP]: "tcp";
name-IPT-UDP]: "udp";

name-[PT- SIMPLEPEP ] :"SimpfePEP " ;
name-[PT-NTYPE] = rrundef ined";

)
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iiÐ Add SimplePEP to the OTcl script responsible for handling ns-2 packet

headers. To do this, add SimplePEP to the list of packet headers located in

"tcL/lib/n s-packet.tcl".

foreach prot {

AODV
ARP

SimpJ-ePBP
]{

add-packet-header $prot
)

iv) Add SimplePEP to the ns-2 Makefile, so that it will be built into the simulator.

OBJ_CC : \
tool-s/random.o tools/rng.o tools/ranvar.o common/misc.o
common/timer-handler.o \
common/scheduler. o common/object. o common/packet.o \

simplepep-o \

v) Finally, rebuild the simulator using the tools required by the target platform.

For a Linux machine, simply f¡ipe "make depend" and "make" to complete the

installation.
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